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MOTTO

يَا أَيُّهَا النَّاسُ إِنَّا َخلَ ْقنَا ُك ْم ِم ْن َذ َك ٍر َوأُ ْنثَ ٰى َو َج َع ْلنَا ُك ْم ُشعُىبًا َوقَبَائِ َل لِتَ َعا َرفُىا ۚ إِ َّن
َّ َّللاِ أَ ْتقَا ُك ْم ۚ إِ َّن
َّ أَ ْك َر َم ُك ْم ِع ْن َد
َّللاَ َعلِي ٌم َخبِي ٌر

Meaning:

O mankind! Lo! We have created you male and female, and have made you nations and
tribes that ye may know one another. Lo! the noblest of you, in the sight of Allah, is the
best in conduct. Lo! Allah is Knower, Aware.1
Artinya: Hai manusia, sesungguhnya Kami menciptakan kamu dari seorang laki-laki dan

seorang perempuan dan menjadikan kamu berbangsa-bangsa dan bersuku-suku supaya
kamu saling kenal-mengenal. Sesungguhnya orang yang paling mulia di antara kamu di
sisi Allah ialah orang yang paling takwa di antara kamu. Sesungguhnya Allah Maha
Mengetahui lagi Maha Mengenal.[Al-Hujurat:13]2

1

https://ayatalquran.net/2015/01/surah-al-hujuraat%D8%A7%D9%84%D8%AD%D8%AC%D8%B1%D8%A7%D8%AA-the-inner-apartments-terjemah-bahasa-inggris/
2
Uin group. 2010 Alqur’anulkarim,7676, kemenag ri2010
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ABSTRACT

…… Rizki Ramadhan, 2019 : Figurative Language as Seen in American and Indonesian Kids Song.
English Literature Department Adab and Humanities Faculty, The
State Islamic University Sulthan Thaha Saifuddin Jambi.
Supervisor I

: Minsakutra, SS, M.Hum

Supervisor II

: Dian Mukhlisa, MA

This thesis analyzes the kinds of figurative language in American and Indonesian Kids
Song. This study aims to determine the types of figurative language in American and Indonesian
Kids Song, what are the contextual from types of figrative language in American and Indonesian
Kids Song, and also the comparative between American and Indonesian Kids Song.
The writer uses several theories in this writing namely Spivey L. Becky. This research is
descriptive qualitative because data is collected, analyzed and explained in the form of words.
The data in this study are American and Indonesian kids songs.
The results of this study indicate that the first are six types of figurative language, where
the types of code switching are proposed by Spivey L. Becky. These types are Simile,
Hyperbole, Personification, Metaphor, Onomatopoeia, and Symbolism. The second reason for
the the contextual from types of figrative language in American and Indonesian Kids Song. And
finally, there are comparative between American and Indonesian Kids Song.
Keyword: Figurative Language, Contextual Meaning, and Comparative
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ABSTRAK

…… Ardi, Harianto, 2019

: Figurative Language as Seen in American and Indonesian Kids Song.
English Literature Department Adab and Humanities Faculty, The
State Islamic University Sulthan Thaha Saifuddin Jambi.

Supervisor I

: Minsakutra, SS, M.Hum

Supervisor II

: M Dian Mukhlisa, MA

Skripsi ini menganilis macam-macam majas dalam lagu anak baik lagu anak Indonesia
maupun lagu anak Amerika. Penelitian ini bertujuan untuk mengetahui tipe-tipe majas dalam
lagu anak baik lagu anak Indonesia maupun lagu anak Amerika, apa kontekstual dari macam
majas dalam lagu anak baik lagu anak Indonesia maupun lagu anak Amerika, dan juga perbedaan
antara lagu anak Amerika dan lagu anak Indonesia.
Penulis menggunakan beberapa teori dalam penulisan ini yaitu Spivey L. Becky, Mattson
Huberman. Penelitian ini adalah deskriptif kualitatif berdasarkan data dikumpulkan, di analisis
dan dijelaskan dalam bentuk kata-kata. Data dalam penelitian ini adalah lagu lagu anak Amerika
dan lagu anak Indonesia.
Hasil penelitian ini menunjukkan bahwa yang pertama terdapat enam jenis majas, di mana
jenis-jenis majas diusulkan oleh Spivey L Becky. Jenis-jenis ini adalah: Simile, Hiperbola,
Personifikasi, Metapora, Onomatopoeia, dan Simbolisme. Yang kedua alasan kontekstual dari
macam majas dalam lagu anak baik lagu anak Indonesia maupun lagu anak Amerika. Dan
terakhir terdapat perbedaan dan persamaan antara lagu anak Amerika dan lagu anak Indonesia.
Kata kunci: Majas, Kontekstual, dan Perbedaan
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CHAPTER I
INTRODUCTION

A.

Background of the Problem
Language is a sign system sound of speech that results arbiter or arbitrary. It means that

based on the concept of this substance language is the sound of the resulting by humans.
Meanwhile, Brown in R. Kunjana Rahardi book mentions eight basic principles of language that
form the nature of language, namely (1) is a habit, (2) is changeable, (3) is related to culture, (4)
is a communication tool, (5) is unique and distinctive, (6) is an arbiter symbol, (7) is vocal, (8) is
a system. Language rules in a language can sometimes also be found in other languages in this
world. Thus, it can also be said that besides being unique, these languages also have
characteristics of universality.3
Language functions not only as a communication tool, but also a special feature of social
existence. Without language they will never be a social, political, economic, military
organization, no code of ethics and social norms, no law, no literature, no knowledge. Language
has various functions. Every language expert also has different language function formulations,
according to the focus of the explanation. However, before being presented with various
language functions by many language experts, it must be emphasized that the most important
language function is the function of communication and interaction. For humanity, language is
the main tool in communicating and interacting with each other.
The meaning of language instrumental function is that the language can be used to serve its
support. Languages can also be used to cause certain events to occur. So, with language can be
produced certain communicative actions that will also produce certain communication conditions
as well. Furthermore, regulative functions is that the function of language can be used to monitor
and control certain events in society.4 The imaginative function of this language, a person will be
able to use language to go on an excursion to the wild world, to literature in all its beauty, and
ultimately to the beauty of the language entity used to fly into the sky itself. With the last

3

Rahardi, R. Kunjana. Bahasa Indonesia untuk Perguruan Tinggi. (Jakarta: Penerbit Erlangga, 2009.).p. 1
Rahardi, R. Kunjana. Bahasa Indonesia untuk Perguruan Tinggi. (Jakarta: Penerbit Erlangga, 2009.) p. 6
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function of language namely imaginative function, there existed poetry, drama, short story,
novel, film and music.
The kind of music such as blues, funk, gospel, hiphop, jazz, metal, pop, rhythm and blues
(R&B), reggae, rock, techno, dangdut and children‟s music. The writer just chose children‟s
music because the first music which we heared when we was child is children‟s music.
Music is very essential in the life of a human being. Music penetrates into the inner world
of man. Children are always interwined with songs everywhere they go. Sometimes they even
unconsciously memorize and place them in their lives. Morever, children learn many values and
notions through the songs. Accordings to Davanellos (1999), songs can be a source of language
for presenting and practicing grammar, syntax, vocabulary, pronouncation, and the skills of
listening, reading, speaking, writing and translation. He acknowledged that the song texts are
equally important as texts for reading and listening. On the order hand, according to Neelly,
music provides a developmentally appropriate way of children to voice, understand, and control
their emotions. He mentioned that a meaningful text helps a child learn to express and control
emotions (2001, p.34). The most emphasized values in children‟s songs are a world at peace, a
world of beauty, protecting the environment, enjoying life, unity with nature.5
Lagu Anak Indonesia (Indonesia Kids Song) is a brand from Manimonki Studios.
Indonesia Children‟s Songs are made with 3-dimensional and 2-dimensional animation.
Indonesian children‟s songs made it easier for the baby to learn to count, memorize letters, and
other children‟s song videos. Channel is intended for Indonesian children with songs that are
popular with funny videos.
Nursery Rhymes is a place to find all the popular nursery rhymes and their lyrics. This is a
growing database of nursery rhymes, their origin and history. Nursery rhymes have proved to be
an invaluable educational tool, helping children develop their memory and improving their
performance in school. Binki Kids, Loo Loo Kids, Cocomelon, Baby Eva, Jack and Peach a fun
channel providing educational, fun and beautiful kids songs for our children.
So, the writer interested to analyze the kids song because that be found about many people
interested to analyze figurative of the pop song, religious song and so on, but the writer don‟t
find the analyze figurative of kids song. Figurative language is one of the language that is
5

Betul KERAY DINCEL, “Analysis of Children’s Songs Terms of Values”, Education and Practice, Vol. 8 No. 26,
2017, p. 64-71
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sometime used by people during conversation. Figurative language is a language that uses words
or expression with a meaning which is different from the literal interpretation. Since figurative
language is a tool of communication which also helps in exchanging information and expressing
opinions, some people do not know what is the meaning beyond that. Then, misunderstanding
can really happen among them.
Normally human being speak at least one language, and it is hard to imagine much
significant social or intellectual activity that takes place in its absence. Each of us, then, has a
stake in understanding how language is organized and how it is used. All people usually speak
using language to convey what they mean. Some people speak straight to the point of the
meaning but some do not. Those who do not, they are actually utilizing figurative language
snnce the listener is expected to imagine behind the world while taking.
Whether, the definition song is stated in the following. Song can be defined as a reflection
and expression of its writer feeling. Meriam Webster Dictionary stated that song is: “as short
piece of music with words that are sung and a series musical sound that are produced by a bird or
an animal (such as a whale). The words above mean that song is an expression that stated by
using words and sounds and it was arranged with heart. Lyric, the word “lyric” comes to use as
“words of song”.
The writer chose figurative language in the lyric of the song as the topic because, figurative
language is one of the language that mostly used by many people in supporting their literary
work, the writer chose figurative language in lyric because, lyric is the most important thing in
song and it can not be sung if there is no lyric in the song. Lyric also unique because its refer to
the oldest Greek word “lyre” and it refers to something that can remind us to the story of god and
goddess that been written in some kinds of lyric in Greek such as: verse and lyric itself, as for
example in Lagu Anak Indonesia song lyric for Indonesian kids song and Nursery Rhymes song
lyric for American kids song that stated following. These lyric below are as example of what the
writer will be analyzed:
“Daddy finger”
by Nursery Rhymes
Daddy finger, daddy finger,
Where are you?
Here I am, here I am.
How do you do?

4

Those are part of stanzas from Nursery Rhymes song that would be analyzed by using
figurative language. Example above of figure that appears in that song are “daddy finger daddy
finger and here i am, here i am”. Those lyric include to Personification and Repetition. It means
that Personification is figure of speech which shows an analogy to draw a thing as if human
characteristic, or these thing, animal, and abstract term is made as human. In this case, “daddy
finger” as a human characteristic and “here i am, here i am” included to Repetition because
those appears repeated word in the sentence. The next example Indonesian song:

“Abang Tukang Bakso”
by Melissa
Bakso bulat
seperti bola pingpong
kalo lewat
membikin perut kosong
In the English translete:
Round meatball
like a Ping Pong ball
when it pass
make my stomach hungry
Example of figure that appears in that song are “Round meatball like a Ping Pong ball”.
Those lyric include Simile. Simile is comparisons that often uses the words “like” or “as” and
direct comparison between things. Which are not similar in their essence particular. In this case,
“Round meatball like a Ping Pong ball” as a comparison between Round meatball and a Ping
Pong ball use word “like”. The writer chose figurative language because there are varieties of
figurative language which should make us know that but only we enjoy those songs but also we
know what style language in the lyrics and we could understand what the kinds of figurative
language are, and there are many others from those.
The problem in this research are about figurative language that appear in the song lyric,
how classify each words or sentence to be a part of figurative language. This study was focused
on the analysis of figurative language. Figurative language is figure of speech is such as

5

figuration, parable, and imagery to make that meaning and message of the sentence seems
beautiful. Beside, some English learners are still confused about figurative language. Base on the
explanation above, the writer is interested in analyzing figurative language in American kids
songs and Indonesian kids song because the song has more complete data in language used,
especially in figurative language. Finally based on the reasons above, the writer would analyze
this thesis proposal entitled “Figurative Language as Seen in American Kids Song and
Indonesian Kids Songs”.
B.

Formulation of the Problem.
Based on the background of the problem above, the writer made the formulations of the

problems that arranged as follows:
1. What kinds of figurative language are found in American and Indoensian kids songs?
2. What are differences and similarities between American and Indonesian kids songs?
3. What are the contextual meanings used by each figurative language in American and
Indonesian kids songs?

C.

Limitation of the problem
Actually there are many aspects that the writer can analyze in the kids song, but in this

case, the writer had investigated figurative language are found in 13 (thirteen) American kids
songs by Nursery Rhymes, namely: Hush Little Baby Don‟t Say a Word, Twinkle Little Star,
Finger Family, I Caught a Fish Alive, Old Macdonald, Ants Go Marching, Bingo, Rain Rain Go
Away, Jinggle Bell, An Owl Sat Alone, The Frog Song, Yankee Doodle, and Peekaboo. And 13
(thirteen) Indonesian kids songs, namely: Nina Bobo, Bintang Kejora, Jari-jari, 1234, Main ke
Hutan, Injit-injit Semut, Helly, Tik tik Bunyi Hujan, Naik Delman, Burung Hantu, Si Kodok, Si
Gembala Sapi, and Cilukba.
D.

Purpose of the problem
Based on limitation of problem above, the purpose of this research is:
1. To know kinds of figurative language are found in American and Indonesian kids songs.
2. To know differences and similarities between American and Indonesian kids songs
3. To know the contextual meaning used by each figurative language in American and
Indonesian kids songs

6

E.

Significance of the research
In this research, the writer would like to find out figurative language are found in 13

(thirteen) American Kids Songs by Nursery Rhymes and 13 (thirteen) Indonesian Kids Songs by
Lagu Anak Indonesia.

The writer hoped this research would develop figurative language,

writing ability and give additional information and knowledge to the writer and the readers,
especially to the student and lectures English Literature Department wants to listen the song and
even who wants to analyze the same song. The writer hoped this research would make other
people easier to identify Figurative Language as Seen in American Kids Songs and Indonesian
Kids Songs.

CHAPTER II
THEORITICAL FRAMEWORK

A.

Semantics
The word „meaning „ and its corresponding verb „to mean‟ are among the most eminently

discussable terms in the English language, and semantics have often seemed to spend an
immoderate amount of time puzzling out the meanings of meaning as a supposedly necessary
preliminary to the study of their subject. Charles W Kreidler said that Semantics is the systematic
study of meaning, and linguistic semantics is the study how language organize and express
meaning.6
Semantics, the study of word meaning and sentence meaning, abstracted away from
context of use, is a descriptive subject. It is attempt to describe and understand the nature of the
knowledge about meaning in their language that people have from knowing the language.7
Because some work in this complicated area of linguistic analysis purposes considerable
knowledge of other disciplines (particularly logic, mathematics, and philosophy), not all aspects
of contemporary semantics are suitable for presentation in an introductory linguistics textbook.
The restrict of attention here to four major topics in semantics: (1) the nature of meaning, (2)
some properties of the conceptual system underlying meaning, (3) the contribution of syntactic
structure to the interpretation of sentences, and (4) the role of non-grammatical factors in
understanding of utterances.

B. Song lyrics
The song lyric is essentially a language in its formulation which is not separated from the
rules of music such as the rhythm, melody and harmony of the song. In addition to being
beautiful, the lyrics have to adjust the beauty of the music. Another impact of song lyrics is song
effect. Song effect is another impact as the result of changes of rhythm, melody, arrangement,
composition, and lyrics. The song will experience the different effect if it gets some changes,
depending on the type of changes. If it gets basic changes such as changes in rhythm, melody
6

Kreidler W Charles, Introducting English Semantics, (New York: The Taylor & Francis e-Library 2002) p.3
Griffiths, Patrick. An Introduction to English Semantics and Pragmatics, (Edinburg: Edinburg University
Press 2006) p.15
7
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and harmonzation it will change its character. Soft song can turn into hard if the ryhthm and
harmonization are changed. In the world of the composition, these things are very common.
Songs can be recognized in accordance with the arranger. Thus the song that has been rearranged by another music director may have the same character, it turns to be a more beautiful,
more complex, or more assertive song depending on the impresssion of what it is to be conveyed
by the arranger. The song that has a good melody that is the one which has lyrics that matches
with the melody will sound so beautiful. The beauty of a song can also be affected by the
suitability between the song character and theme.
The changed song‟s lyrics such as being translated will result in a change of character if
the song composer does not understand the aspectss of language and music, especially the
character of SL song. Changes in the character in this study were very likely to occur because the
structure of the two languages involved were different.
The last impact of song lyrics is translated song. Equivalence in the translation process as
stated by Nida is on the stage of the transfer.8 At this stage, the translator must be able to transfer
the message to the target language. Therefore, the equivalence is the issue that will be faced by
translator. Catford states.
“the central problem of translation practice is that finding the target language
translation equivalences. A central task of translation theory is that if defining the
nature and conditions of translation equivalence.”

Equivalence between the source and translated text is the main thing that is sought after in
the translation process. As the realization of the translation process, in practice, translation
always involves equivalence. So, the writer would translate the Indonesian Kids Songs become
English language in order to the reader would understand about the Indonesian Kids Song.
C.

Figurative Language
The important in the communication each other is „Language‟ because it is a system of

arbitrary vocal symbols used for human communication. There two kind of language: they are
literal language and figurative language. So, in this research, writer only explained about

8

S. Suharto-Edi Subroto, “The Equivalence of translated Song Lyrics and Their Effect: The Case of
Transleted Ecclesial Songs”, Arts Research and Education. Vol. 14 No. 2, 2014, p. 131-139
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figurative language. The classic rhetoric is utilized by Roman novelists Cicero and Suetonicus
who use the figure in terms of „shadow, image, satire, and figuratively‟. Dale stated that
figurative are language, a beautiful language that is sed to elevate and enhance effects by
introducing and comparing certain objects or things with objects or other things

that are more

general.
According Dale said “Majas, kiasan, atau „figure of speech‟ adalah bahasa kias, bahasa
indah yang dipergunakan untuk meninggikan serta meningkatkan efek dengan jalan
memperkenalkan serta memperbadingkan suatu benda atau hal tertentu dengan benda atau hal
lain yang lebih umum. Pendek kata, penggunaan majas tertentu dapat merubah serta
menimbulkan nilai rasa atau konotasi tertentu.”9
According to Tarigan “language style is a rhetorical form, namely the use of words in
speaking and writing to convince or influence listeners and readers.” According to Keraf “a
good style of language must contain three elements, namely, honesty, courtesy and
attractiveness.”
So, the writer can be concluded that figurative language is the style of language which
always made the user of that interested to use it and make it appear on their literary works.

D.

Kinds of Figurative Language
Figurative language is really diverse in human life. The diverse of figurative can be

grouped in various ways depending on how they are looked at. One way to classify, figurative
language is the comparison, contradiction, relationship and repetition. According to Tarigan
there are 23 types of figurative language, namely:
a. Comparison: simile, metaphor, personification, allegory, and antithesis
b. Contrast: hyperbole, litotes, irony, oxymoron, paranormasia, paralysis, and zeugma
c. Relationship: metonymy, synechdoche, allusion, euphemism, ellipsis, invertion and
gradation
d. Repetition: alliteration, antanaclasis, chiasmus, repetition

9

Tarigan, Henry Guntur, Pengajaran Semantik, (Bandung:Angkasa, 1993). p:112
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Gory Keraf mentions about 60 kinds of figurative language divided into 4 mains
categories. There are: comparison, contrast, relationship and repetition. The detail divination can
be drawn below:
a. Comparison: consisting of simile, metaphor, personification, allegory, antithesis,
pleonasm,

tautology,

periphrasis,

anticative

(prolepsis),

and

correction

(epanorthosis).
b. Contrast: consisting of hyperbole, litotes, irony, oxymoron, paranormasia, paralysis,
zeugma, solipsist, satire, innuendo, antiphrasis, paradox, climax, apostrophe,
anastrophe (inverse), Apophasis (pretension), hysteron proteron, hypallage,
Sinicism, and sarcasm.
c.

Relationship: consisting of metonymy, synechdoche, allusion, euphemism, eponym,
epithet, antonomasia, erothesis, parallelism, para rhyme, ellipsis, gradation,
asyndenton, and polysyndenton.

d. Repetition: consisting of alliteration, assonance, antanaclasis, chiasmus, epizeukis,
tautotes, anaphora, ephistrophe, simploke, mesodiplopsis, epanalipsis, anadiplosis.
Of the three experts above, the writer summarizes the types of meetings that often appear
are are ten most familiar figurative languages. They are Alliteration, Assonance, Cliché,
Hyperbola, Idiom, Metaphor, Onomatopoeia, Personification, Simile, Symbolism.10
1. Alliteration
The repetition of usually consonant sounds in two or more neighboring words or syllables.
The repetition of the same initial letter, sound, or group of sounds in a series of words.
Alliteration includes tongue twisters
Example: The wild and woolly walrus waits and wonders when we‟ll walk by, she sells seashells
by the seashore.
2. Assonance
A resemblance of sound in words or syllables
Example: holy & stony and Fleet fleet sweep by sleeping geese
10

Spivey, L. Becky, Types of Figurative Language, 2011,Pdf.
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3. Cliché
A word or phrase that has become overly or common place or A Cliché is an expression
that has been used so often it has become trite and sometimes boring. Example: No pain, no gain
4. Hyperbola
Big exaggeration, usually with humor or an exaggeration that is so dramatic that no one
would believe the statement is true. Tall tales are hyperboles
Example: mile-high ice-cream cones
5. Idiom
The language peculiar to a group of people and according to Webster‟s Dictionary, an
idiom is defined as: peculiar to itself either grammatically (as no, it wasn‟t me) or in having a
meaning that cannot be derived from the conjoined meanings of its elements.
Example: She sings at the top of her lungs.
6. Metaphor
Comparing two things by using one kind of object or using in place of another to suggest
the likeness between them. The metaphor states a fact or draws a verbal picture by the use of
comparison. A simile would say you are like something; a metaphor is more positive- it says you
are something.
Example: Her hair was silk
7. Onomatopoeia
Naming a thing or an action by imitating the sound associated with it or The use of a word
to describe or imitate sound or the sound made by an object or an action.
Example: buzz, hiss, roar, woof
8. Personification
A figure of speech in which human characteristic are given to an animal or an object or
giving something human qualities.
Example: The stuffed bear smiled as the little boy hugged him close.
9. Simile
A figure of speech comparing two unlike things that is often introduced or A simile uses
the words “like” or “as” to compare one object or idea with another to suggest they are alike.
Example: The sun is like a yellow ball of fire in the sky
10. Symbolism
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It is an image so loaded with significance that it is not simply literal, and it does not simply
stand for something else; it is both itself and something else that it richly suggest, a kind of
manifestation of something too complex or to elusive to be otherwise.
Based on the kinds of figurative language from the Spivey L. Becky theory above, the
writer found 6 kinds of figurative language in American and Indonesian children's songs such as
simile, hyperbole, personification, metaphor, onomatopoeia, and symbolism.
E. Semantic Typological Classification
Comparative linguistics is a branch of linguistics that seeks to lay the foundations of
understanding of the development and kinship between the languages of the world and try to find
elements of mutual influence between the languages which have made contact in history.
Comparative linguistics is divided into three branches based on objectives and comparative
techniques, namely (1) Typological comparative linguistics, which is a comparative branch of
linguistics that systematically studies the relationship between languages through one of the main
features in the form or structure that is equally applied. (2) Historical comparative linguistics,
which is a branch of comparable linguistics oriented to history, especially concerning the
common origins of languages. (3) Comparative area linguistics, which is the branch of linguistic
comparison that attempts to explain contacts that have occurred between languages in the past.
this branch questions the existence of elements in a language because of loans, interference, and
so on. The aim is to question the relationship between cognate languages, by making
comparisons of the elements that indicate the relationship and level of kinship between
languages in the fields of phonology, morphology, syntax, and semantics.11
Language classification based on phonology, morphology, and syntax is considered normal
because differences in phonology, morphology, and syntax in languages have become common
knowledge. Conversely, the difference in the semantic field between one language and another
language is not yet widely known because it must show more similarities between languages.
According to Stephen Ullmann in Gory Keraf's book stated that:
“Tipologi semantik berdasarkan beberapa tipe berikut: (1) Frekuensi relatif dari katakata transparan dan non-transparan, (2) Frekuensi relatif kata khusus dan kata generik,
(3) Upaya-upaya khusus untuk meningkatkan efek emotif, (4) Pola-pola sinonim, (5)
Frekuensi relatif polisemi, (6) Frekuensi relatif homonim, (7) Ketergantungan relatif kata
dan peranan konteks dalam menetukan makna.”
11
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Stephen Ullmann in Gory Keraf's book stated that above: Semantic typologies are based on the
following types: (1) Relative frequency of transparent and non-transparent words, (2) Relative
frequency of special words and generic words, (3) Special efforts to enhance the emotive effect,
(4) Synonym patterns, (5) The relative frequency of polysemy, (6) The relative frequency of
homonyms, (7) The relative dependence of words and the role of context in determining
meaning.
The following description of the semantic typological classification is developed with regard to
the opinion of Stephen Ulmann and several other aspects in the semantic field. The points of the
discussion involve:
1. Transparent and non-transparent words
The transparent word reflects its origin while non-transparent does not reflect its origin.
Onomatopoetic words including transparent words, because it describes the origin, namely as an
imitation of sound that exists in nature. Other words, especially basic words, are non-transparent
because they cannot reflect their origin. Derivative words, such as occupation, housing,
circumstances, etc., are transparent because their components can describe their origin, while
each component is non-transparent.
2.

Special words and generic words
Special words refer to objects that are narrow in scope, whereas generic words refer to

broad classes of goods or events, which are bound by characteristics that are equally possessed.
3. Emotive tone
Emotive tone is a means of expressing feelings or causing emotion in others in a sentence
that has a communicative function or refers to symbolic or referential and emotive functions or
refers to feelings and judgment
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4.

Sentiment
Sentiment word a hierarchy about life consisting of ranks components from highest to

lowest: human - animal - inanimate (referring to the pronouns from the initial subject of the
sentence).12
Based on classification above, the writer used Stephen Ullmann theory in semantic
typological classification to more easily compare these two different language songs. the writer
intended to draw conclusions by comparing ideas, opinions and understanding to know the
similarities of the understanding and differences of children songs both from Indonesian children
song and English children song.

F.

Meaning
Meaning is a link between elements of the language itself (especially words). Lyon said

that reviewing or giving meaning to a word is understanding the study of the word with regard to
meaningful relationships that make the word different from other words. Wallace in Ahmad HP
and Ahmad Abdullah also revealed that thinking about real language also involves meaning.
Learning the meaning in essence means learning how each language user in a language
community understands each other to compile understandable sentences, some language users
are required to obey the rules of grammar; some are subject to the rules of choice according to
the lexical system that applies in a language. The meaning of a sentence often does not depend
only on grammatical and lexical systems, but also depends on the rules of discourse. The
example of using the expression „thank you‟ means „do not want‟ in a meal or drink situation if
we are offered something at the meal.13
According to Verhaar, meaning becomes three aspects, namely grammatical meaning,
lexical and contextual meaning. The grammatical meaning is the investigation of thhe meaning
of language by suppressing relationships in various grammatical levels. Grammatical meaning
with a syntactic unit that is wider than the word. Whereas the lexical meaning is the investigation
of the meaning of the elements of one language vocabulary. In general, lexical meaning is relate
12
13
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to the meaning of the word and the meaning of the relationship between words. The field that
studies lexical semantics according to its primciples is called lexicology. While the contextual
meaning is the meaning of a lexeme or word that is in one context, including also can be related
to the situation or with regard to the relationship between utterances.14
1. Grammatical meaning
Grammatical meaning is meaning that arises due to grammatical processes such as
affirmation, reduplication, and composition. According to Croft “The distinction between lexical
and grammatical meaning gets explained by grammaticalization: a diachronic process by logical
meaning shift to grammatical meaning”. An example of grammatical meaning, namely suffix -s
in the word boks has many book meanings. For example in the following sentence.
1) The girl bought the books
2) The girl bought the book
The grammatical meaning of suffix -s in the word books has many book meanings.
Whereas in the second sentence the word book has the meaning of a single object. So that it can
be concluded that the grammatical meaning is the meaning that arises due to the function of a
word that is influenced by tenses in the sentence.
2.

Lexical meaning
Lexical is an effective form of noun lexicon (which can more or less be matched with

vocabulary). The unit of the lexicon is lexeme, which is the unit of speech or unit of language
which has meaning. We can match lexeme with vocabulary terms then perhaps the term lexeme
can be compared with the term word. Thus, the lexical meaning can be interpreted as a lexicon
meaning, lexeme or word nature. Therefore, lexical meaning can also be interpreted as meanings
that correspond to their referents, according to the results of observations of the senses or really
real meaning in the hiding time. For example, the head word lexical meaning is the part of the
human body from the neck to up.
The lexical meaning is the meaning of lexeme when the lexeme stands alone, whether in its
basic form or derivate lexeme and its meaning remains as we can see in a theory book. In other
14
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words, the lexical meaning is the word meaning freely without relation to other words in a
structure (phrase, clause or sentence). Examples of lexical meanings in the theory:
House : A building for human habitation
Eat
: Chew and swallow something
Food : Everything that can be eaten
3. Contextual meaning
According to Verhaar argued that contextual meanings relate to the use of forms of
language style, or can be interpreted as the field of semantic studies that study the meaning of
speech in accordance with the context of the situation. This meaning will become clear if it used
in the sentences because of the relationship between speech and situation. Catford argued that
“contextual meaning is similarly language bound, since the grouping of relevant situational
features are linguistic items is related”. Contextual meaning appears as an additional meaning in
addition to the actual meaning of impressions caused by certain situations. As an example:
Mouse : Small animal
“This is annoying! I‟ll throw this mouse”
The above shows that the mouse does not mean small animals, but contextually it is
computer hardware. According to Pateda in his book “Semantik Leksikal (Edisi Kedua)”, said:
Makna kontekstual atau makna situasional muncul sebagai akibat hubungan
antara ujaran dan konteks. Sudah diketahui bahwa konteks itu berwujud dalam
banyak hal. Koteks yang dimaksud di sini, yakni: (i) konteks orangan, termasuk di
sini hal yang berkaitan dengan jenis kelamin, kedudukan pembicara, usia
pembicara/pendengar, latar belakang sosial ekonomi pembicara/pendengar; (ii)
konteks situasi, misalnya situasi aman, situasi ribut; (iii) konteks tujuan, misalnya
meminta, mengharapkan sesuatu; (iv) konteks formal/tidaknya pembicaraan; (v)
konteks suasana hati pembicara/pendengar, misalnya takut, gembira, jengkel; (vi)
konteks waktu, misalnya malam, setelah magrib; (vii) konteks tempat, apakah
tempatnya di sekolah, di pasar, di depan bioskop; (viii) konteks objek, maksudnya
apa yang menjadi fokus pembicaraan; (ix) konteks alat kelengkapan
bicara/dengar pada pembicara/pendengar; (x) konteks kebahasaan, maksudnya
apakah memenuhi kaidah bahasa yang digunakan oleh kedua belah pihak; dan
(xi) konteks bahasa, yakni bahasa yang digunakan. 15
15
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From statement above, contextual meaning or situational meaning have eleven context
points. There are context of organs, context of situation, context of purpose, formal or informal
context in conversation, mood context of speaker or listener, context of time, context of place,
object context, context of completeness in speak or hear from speaker or listener, linguistic
context, and context of language.
a. Context of organs
This context include gender, position the speaker, the speaker or the listener age,
socio-economic background speaker or the listener. It means the speaker only said the
words that understood by a particular person. For example, speaker or listener age, a child
would not understand if we spoke about politic to them
“Golkar to honor Aburizal with new leading position for willingness to step down”

18

b. Context of situation
The situation here include sad situation, safe situation which is the speaker will
speak in accordance with the situation happen. For example, the situation grieving, they
will use the word that its significance to be sad, sorry, and give support to be patient in this
situation. They would not speak to offend someone who is grieving, because it can be
wounded feeling their families.
“He who died had a debt to me”
c. Context of purpose
Context of purpose such as asking or expecting something, people will find the
words of the meaning of asking.
“Could you give me a book”
d. Formal or informal context in conversation
Formal or informal context in conversation will force a people to find the word which
is appropriate with the context of conversation. For example, in a meeting, we must use
formal language. If we will refuse an opinion from someone, we shall not say “your
opinion is rejected”. It is informal and impolite language, because it can hurt who give
opinion.
e. Mood context of speaker or listener
Mood of speaker or listener can influence the word and the meaning of that word too.
For example, mood irritated would allow the words appear meaningful irritated or impolite
word.
f. Context of time
Context of time, such as time go to sleep, time will eat. When a people came to our
house in the night, certainly we feel disturbed. The feeling upset that will be seen from the
meaning word we use.
g. Context of place
For example place in the market, in cinema and etc. It can influence the words and
the meaning which is used of people. Based on the example above, the people usually use
the word which has meaning related to information.
h. Object context
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Object context will influence the word used that focus to something. For example,
we will talk about economic. Certainly, we use the words that have meaning or related to
economic.
i. Context of completeness in speak or hear from speaker or listener
It will influence the meaning of word use. For example, if we want ask to someone
but he or she cannot hear clearly, because the ears less good. We will miss communication
with them.
j. Linguistic context
Linguistics context, it does meet the rules of the language used by both sides. The
things are associated with the rules of language which is concerned will affecting the
meaning too.
k. Context of language
In this context, both of the speaker or listener must understand the language used,
because it will influence the whole meaning16
The writer chose Mansoer Pateda‟s theories about contextual meaning and his eleven types
of context meaning as contribution of this research because the writer wanted to know what the
meaning of the word from every lyric in Indonesian kids song and American kids song and to
know the compare of that two different song of those countries. Based on the kinds of contextual
meaning from the Mansoer Pateda theory above, the writer found 3 kinds of contextual meaning
in American and Indonesian children's songs such as context of situation, context of purpose and
object context.
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G.

Review of Related Research
In this research, there are several research topic related to this research. But they had

different a between this research as a object of the research, method of the research, and so on.
The first is the thesis by Rismareni entitle An Analysis Of Islamic Songs (A Comparative study)
on 2015, she is student from UIN STS Jambi, English Literature department of Adab and
Humanities Faculty. The research found she used three types of figurative language, those are:
Simile, Metaphor and Personification. The author used Christopher Russel Reaske theory and
descriptive qualitative in her analyzing research methodology.
The second is the thesis by Khadijah Arifah entitle Figurative Language Analysis in Five
John Legend‟s Song on 2016, she is a student of Faculty of Humanities of Maulana Malik
Ibrahim StateIslamic University. In this thesis, the research found about simile, hyperbole, and
paradox. The author used Christopher Russel Reaske theory and descriptive qualitative in her
analyzing research methodology.
The third is the thesis by Syaripuddin entitle Figurative Language Analysis of 4 Selected
Gun n‟ Roses song Lyrics on 2017, he is student from UIN STS Jambi, English Literature
department of Adab and Humanities Faculty. The research found simile, assonance,
personification, idiom, dan symbolism. The author used Leech, Spivey, and Lyons theory in his
analyzing research methodology.
The fourth is the thesis by Mutmainah entitle Figurative Language As a Media to Depict
The Animal‟s Life as Seen on Emily Dickinson‟s Selected Poems, sheis student from UIN STS
Jambi, English Literature department of Adab and Humanities Faculty. The research found
simile, metaphor, and symbolism. The author used William Kenney theory and qualitative
descriptive in her analyzing research methodology.
The fifth is the thesis by Iin Rochmawati entitle The Analysis of Figurative Language in
Lyric of Maroon 5 Songs V (Deluxe Album 2016), she is student from UIN STS Jambi, English
Literature department of Adab and Humanities Faculty. The research found simile, hyperbole,
onomatopoeia, assonance, symbolism and idiom from Emily Dickinson poems. The author used
semantic theory and descriptive qualitative method in her analyzing research methodology.
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In this research, the writer would talk about figurative language in American kids song and
Indonesian kids songs. So, they would give the readers who views the kids song contains
something different from two countries .
So, the related research of above, the writer used Spivey L. Becky theory, Stephen Ullmann
theory,

Mansoer Pateda theory, and descriptive qualitative in this comparative research

methodology. In this research, it would talk about figurative language in American kids song and
Indonesian kids song. And then it would talk about the same and the different of them. So, they
would give the readers who view the kids song contains something different from two languages.

CHAPTER III
METHODE OF RESEARCH

A.

Design of Research
In writing this research, the writer used qualitative research and descriptive research that is

suitable with the aim of this research. Qualitative research may be in descriptive form. The data
were collected in the form of words as a descriptive explanation than a number. The result of the
research contained quotation from the data to illustrate and substantive the presentation.
Descriptive research is a research which aims to describe a phenomenon accurately based on the
characteristic of research.17 In this finding and all replace, the writer would use qualitative
research, where the data are analyzed through interpreting, not statistical analysis. Nyoman
Kutha Ratna stated that:
“Kualitatif memberikan perhatian terhadap data alamiah, data dalam hubungannya
dengan konteks keberadaannya. Cara-cara inilah yang mendorong metode kualitatif
dianggap sebagai multi metode sebab penelitian pada gilirannya melibatkan sejumlah
besar gejala yang relevan. Dalam penelitian karya sastra, misalnya, akan dilibatkan
pengarang, lingkungan di mana pengarang berada, termasuk unsur-unsur
kebudayaan.”18
Based on the quotation above, the qualitative research can be used in this research due to
the qualitative research did not only involves the intrinsic aspect in literary work, but also it can
be related with the extrinsic aspect in the literary itself. So, the qualitative research also can be
said as multi research. Because the relating of the intrinsic aspect and extrinsic aspect are in the
literary itself. Descriptive is: “Data yang dikumpulkan berupa kata-kata, gambar dan bukan
angka-angka, hal itu disebabkan oleh penerapan metode kualitatif.”19 Moh Nazir also added that
“Metode deskriptif adalah metodecyang bertujuan untuk membuat deskripsi, gambaran atau
lukisan secara sistematis, factual dan akurat mengenai fakta-fakta, sifat-sifat serta hubungan
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antar fenomena yang diselidiki.”20 It makes easy the research to get the right data. It means that
qualitative research used to get the deep meaning from the data. Sugiono stated that:
“Metode penelitian kualitatif adalah metode penelitian yang digunakan untuk meneliti
pada kondisi objek yang alamiah, (sebagai lawannya adalah eksperimen) dimana
penelitian adalah sebagai kunci, teknik pengumpulan data dilakukan secara triangulasi
(gabungan), analisis data bersifat induktif atau kalitatif, dan hasil penelitian kualitatif
lebih menekankan makna dari pada generalisasi.”21
It means that qualitative research is analyzing about descriptive data such as written or
spoken, at the person who is observed in this research, where qualitative research also analyzing
about the data from outside which the data still not right. By using this qualitative research, the
writer felt easy to analyze the song. Based on those statements, it can be concluded that
qualitative research is analyzing about descriptive data that is collected the form of the natural
object. Where descriptive data such as written or spoken, by using qualitative research, the writer
would get answer about the question in analyzing figurative language as seen in American kids
song and Indonesian kids song.
The writer also used comparative research to compare between American Kids Song and
Indonesian Kids Song. Comparative research is the research that will compare two variables as
explained by Aswarni Sudjud in Suharsimi Arikunto‟s book said that:
“Penelitian komparatif akan dapat menemukan kesamaan-kesamaan dan perbedaanperbedaan tentang objek, tentang orang, tentang prosedur kerja, tentang ide, kritik
terhadap orang lain, kelompok, terhadap suatu ide atau prosedur kerja. Dapat juga
membandingkan kesamaan pandangan dan perubahan-perubahan dalam pandangan
orang, grup atau Negara terhadap kasus, terhadap orang, peristiwa, atau ide-ide.”22
Aswarni Sudjud argued that comparative research will be able to find similarities and
differences about objects, about people, about work procedures, about ideas, critisms of other
people, groups, against an idea or a work procedure. It can also compare similarities of views
and changes in the views of people, groups or countries, to cases, to people, events, or ideas.
B.

Source of Data
Primary data were the main data directly related to the discussion of the thesis proposal. In

this research, the writer have taken the primary data from in 13 (thirteen) American kids song by
20
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Nursery Rhymes Channels and 13 (thirteen) Indonesian kids song by Lagu Anak Indonesia
Channels. The data which support this research such as some internet and cyber data, books,
dictionaries, YouTube, and the other source that have correlation with the research.23

C.

Technique of Data Collecting
In an effort to get the data and the fact in this research, the writer used documentation and

Sugiono stated that “Dokumen merupakan catatan peristiwa yang sudah berlalu dan dokumen
ialah setiap bahan tertulis, ataupun dari record yang dipersiapkan karena adanya permintaan
seorang penyidik”24 It means that in this research, the writer used some documents that have
correlation or support the problem of the research because this research is descriptive that the
writer described and analyzed the data that has been found in 13 (thirteen) American kids song
by Nursery Rhymes and 13 (thirteen) Indonesian kids song by Lagu Anak Indonesia to answer of
the problem that has been formulated in the formulation of the problem. The writer had some
steps in collecting the data, in order to make this research more specific. The steps in collecting
data are:
1. Collecting American kids song and Indonesian kids songs.
2. Listening American kids song and Indonesian kids songs.
3. Selecting American kids song and Indonesian kids songs.
4. Looking for the lyrics of kids songs selected song that have correlated with this topic
5. Marking the data from British kids song in 90s and 21st century with Indonesian kids
song in 90s and 21st century
6. Classifying the data from British kids song in 90s and 21st century with Indonesian kids
song in 90s and 21st century.

D.

Technique of Data Analysis
After collecting the data, the writer analyzed the data. In qualitative research, technique

analysis data are used to answer the formulation of the problem in analysis data, the writer used a
23
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technique of data analysis. The writer had several techniques from the data analysis, in order to
make this research more specific. According to Susan Stain stated “Data analysis is critical to
the qualitative research process. It is recognition, study, and understanding of interrelationship
and concept in your data that hypothesis and assertions can be developed and ecaluated.”25
The technique that the writer uses is content analysis. The writer would write all of the
finding content analysis that the writer find in the research and classify all of the statements
included in each type of figurative lanuage. According Klaus Krippendorf said “content
analysis is a research technique for making replicable and valid inferences from texts for
other meaningful matter to the context of their use”. This is one of the most widely quoted
resources in many of the current studies of Content Analysis. Recommended as another good,
basic resource, as Krippendorf presents figurative language issued of content analysis in
much the same way as Weber. Content analysis is a research tool used to determine the
presence of certain words or concepts within texts or sets of texts. Researchers identify and
analyze the presence, meanings and relationships of such words and concepts, then make
inferences about the messages within the texts, the writers, the audience, and even the culture
and time of which these are a part. Krippendorf suggested that there are several features of
texts that relate to a definition of content analysis, including the fact that texts have no
objective reader independent qualities, rather they have multiple meanings and can sustain
multiple readings and interpretations
Besides using content analysis, the writer would be examined are the song lyrics, so it
needs to collect data and classify the song included in the figurative language in which. Using
the code in every each of the lyrics are included in the type of figurative language. As
Hancock said that, “the qualitative research has no system for pre coding so needs a method
of identifying and labelling (coding) of data items of roommates appear in the text of a
transcript.”
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So the writer needed a content analysis in order to easily the writer doing

research.
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The writer has some technique to data analysis, they are:
1. Identification
The writer identified some figurative language in American kids song and Indonesian
kids songs which are shown in the line of the lyric songs
2. Classification
The writer classified some kind of proves that appeared in kids songs in the result
interview from information.
3. Comprehending
The writer comprehended lyric song of kids songs which are related to figurative
language.
4. Analysis
The writer analyzed the result of prove that had been get from youtube with the theory.
5. Conclusion
The last, conclusion after the process of analysis the data complete. The writer make
conclusion from the result of research.

CHAPTER IV
FINDING AND ANALYSIS
A. Finding
Based on the writer analysis used Spivey L. Becky theory, it can be found kinds of
figurative language in kids song. The writer used Stephen Ulmann theory, it can be found the
differenties and similarities of American and Indonesian kids song and the writer used Mansoer
Pateda theory, it can be found kinds of contextual meaning of each figurative language in kids
songs. This chapter explained the analysis of figurative language in kids song and comparative of
those song. The research used a qualitative descriptive research that means selecting, classifying
and describing in selecting the data. The processing of selecting data is hearing each kid song
from two languages, Indonesia and English in order to obtain the appropriate data with the
theory. The processing of classifying data is classifying the data to prove that those kid songs
have some similarity of ideas, objects or views on Indonesian kids song and American kids song.
The processing of describing data is analyzing the data by applying Spivey L. Becky theory to
analyze each kids song from Indonesian kids song and American kids song. According to Spivey
L. Becky there are ten most familiar figurative languages. They are Alliteration, Assonance,
Cliché, Hyperbole, Idiom, Metaphor, Onomatopoeia, Personification, Simile, and Symbolism.
The writer found 6 kinds of figurative language in American and Indonesian children's songs
such as Simile, Hyperbole, Personification, Metaphor, Onomatopoeia, and Symbolism. This
chapter, the writer would like to describe, finding, and discuss the result of the research and
answer of the problem which are presented in the first chapter. As mentioned before, the part of
below shows what kinds of figurative language and contextual meaning found in American and
Indonesian Kids Song.
In this research, there are kinds of figurative language of kid song that be found. The most
dominant kind of figurative language in kids song is personification. In this research, the writer
only took 13 kids song from Indonesian kid song and 13 kids song from American kid song. The
writer also used comparative research to compare between both kid song.

B. Analysis
1. Types of figurative language in American and Indonesian kids song
27
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a. Types of figurative language in American Kids Song
In data analysis, the writer classified and tabulated the selected lyric of figurative language
which is taken from Nursery Rhymes song that included the types of figurative language. In the
further analysis, the data would be explained with classification of types of figurative language.
1. Simile
Simile is a figure of speech comparing two unlike things that is often introduced or
a simile uses the words “like” or “as” to compare one object or idea with another to
suggest they are alike. The lyrics of the song which include simile will be shown in the
table as follow.
Table 1
American Kids Song Lyrics with Simile
No.

Simile Lyrics

Song title

1.

Like a diamond in the sky (Line 4)

Twinkle Little Star

2.

Thick as Hasty Pudding (Line 12)

Yankee Doodle

The further analysis of simile lyrics will be explained below.
1) “Twinkle Little Star” by Jane Taylor
Twinkle Little Star is a song that told about a little star shines all night after sunset
and its shine look like sparkling diamonds. In this song, there are simile lyrics that will
be explained below.
“Like a diamond in the sky”27

(Line 4)

Simile is how to compare one object or idea with another to suggest they are alike.
That sentence states that a small star is like a diamond in the sky.
2) “Yankee Doodle” by Mary Ann Hoberman
Yankee Doodle is a song that told about American colonists who came to the city
by their horses to go around the city. There is simile that had found below.
“Thick as Hasty Pudding”28

27

(Line 12)

Yasmin Sofia, “lagu anak dalam bahasa inggris (lirik dan terjemahan)”, https://yasminsofia.blogspot.com/2017/03/lagu-anak-dalam-bahasa-inggris-lirik.html (accessed on March 31, 2017 at 7:10 pm)
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Simile requires explicit effort by word: “like” and “as”. In this sentence shows
“Thick” is a group of soldiers from the captain named Gooding who their body look as
big as “Hasty Pudding”
From thirteen American Kids Songs that are analysed, the writer found 2 similes in
two kids songs.
2. Hyperbole
Hyperbole is big exaggeration, usually with humor or an exaggeration that is so
dramatic that no one would believe the statement is true. The lyrics of the song which
include simile will be shown in the table as follow.
Table 2
American Kids Song Lyrics with Hyperbole
No

Hyperbole Lyrics

Song title

1.

Laughing all the way (Line 4)

Jingle bell

The further analysis of hyperbole lyrics will be explained below.
1) “Jingle bells” by James lord Pierpont
Jingle bells is a song that told an author named Pierpont wanted to make this song
for a horse-drawn carriage match in his time and now this song is used to celebrate
Christmas every year. Hyperbole lyric appears below.
“Laughing all the way”29

(Line 4)

Hyperbole is an extreme exaggeration used in writing for effect. In this sentence,
the subject of that sentence is the horse. It is not literally “Laughing all the way” but is

28

HooplaKidz – Official Nursery Rhymes Channel, “Yankee Doodle Went To Town Song | HooplaKidz
Nursery Rhymes & Kids Songs”, https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=7XZQZ8KL3as (accessed on Jul 1, 2011)
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APPUSERIES Channel, “Jingle Bell with lyrics” https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=NJ8U6TEO-qE
(accessed on December 9, 2013)
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using figuratively stating that how exciting the santa claus because of his job by give the
gifts to children.
From thirteen American Kids Songs that are analysed, the writer found 1 hyperbole
in three kids songs.
3. Personification
Personification is a figure of speech in which human characteristic are given to an
animal or an object or giving something human qualities. The lyrics of the song which
include simile will be shown in the table as follow.
Table 3
American Kids Song Lyrics with Personification
No
1.

Personification Lyrics
Daddy finger, daddy finger, what do

Song title
Finger Family

you do? (Line 3)
2.

Because it bit my finger so (Line 6)

3.

The ants go marching one by one,

I Caught a Fish Alive
Ants Go Marching

hurrah, hurrah (Line 1)
4.

The little one stops to suck his

Ants Go Marching

thumb (Line 4)
5.

The little one stops to tie his shoe

Ants Go Marching

(Line 10)
6.

The little one stops to climb a tree

Ants Go Marching

(Line 16)
7.

The little one stops to shut the door

Ants Go Marching

(Line 22)
8.

The little one stops to take a dive

Ants Go Marching

(Line 28)
9.

The little one stops to pick up sticks

Ants Go Marching

(Line 34)
10.

The little one stops to pray to heaven
(Line 40)

Ants Go Marching
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11.

The little one stops to roller skate

Ants Go Marching

(Line 46)
12.

The little one stops to check the time

Ants Go Marching

(Line 52)
13.

The little one stops to shout “The

An Owl Sat Alone

End” (Line 58)
14.

An owl sat alone (Line 1)

An Owl Sat Alone

15.

And up jumped the birds (Line 15)

The Frog Song

16.

Drinking juice and eating cake (Line

The Frog Song

4)
17.

Mister Toad is good at drumming

The Frog Song

(Line 9)
18.

And his wife plays the trombone

The Frog Song

(Line 10)
19.

Who prefers to dance alone (Line

The Frog Song

12)
20.

When the blazing sun is gone (Line

Twinkle Little Star

7)
21.

Rain, rain, go away (Line 1)

Rain rain go away

22.

Rain, rain, go to Spain (Line 9)

Rain rain go away

23.

Rain, rain, come pouring (Line 17)

Rain rain go away

The further analysis of personification lyrics will be explained below.
1) Finger family
Finger family is a song that told about introduced fingers in our hands from the
thumb to the little finger. Personification lyric appears below.
“Daddy finger, daddy finger, what do you do?”30

(Line 3)

Personification is style of language to give human traits to inanimate objects so
they behave like humans. In this sentence, it can be personification because it is human
30

Cocomelon-Nursery Rhymes Channel, “Finger Family” https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=hqr46XZhtRg
(accessed on Nov 8, 2017)
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quality of activities when he asked his activity by someone “what do you do” and
“Daddy finger” is refer to daddy of family.
2) “I caught a fish alive” by Henry Bolton
I caught a fish alive is song that told about the fish is called to be a Victorian
Atlantic Salmon or a crude Brown Trout. A child was fishing with his father suddenly
fish jumped to him and he caught it. Personification lyric appears below.
“Because it bit my finger so”31

(Line 6)

Personification aims to objects that are considered living or animate can represent
and facilitate a writer of song in conveying a message through personification. In the
sentence, “it” is refer to “fish alive” that used personification “bit” because the fish
always swim in the water but in the lyric, the fish jumped and bit the child‟s little finger.
3) “Ants go marching”
Ants go marching is song that told about a group of ants are lined up one by one,
each ant experienced obstacles in their march is a popular children‟s song of unknown
authorship, sung to the tune of the American Civil War song “When Johnny Comes
Marching Home”. And it was also the ant army‟s marching song in the movie Antz. The
personification lyrics appear below.
The ants go marching one by one, hurrah, hurrah
The little one stops to suck his thumb
The little one stops to tie his shoe
The little one stops to climb a tree
The little one stops to shut the door
The little one stops to take a dive
The little one stops to pick up sticks
The little one stops to pray to heaven
The little one stops to roller skate
The little one stops to check the time
The little one stops to shout “The End”32

(Line 1)
(Line 4)
(Line 10)
(Line 16)
(Line 22)
(Line 28)
(Line 34)
(Line 40)
(Line 46)
(Line 52)
(Line 58)

In the stanza, the writer found a personification in the first-fifty eight line.
Personification is a figure of speech which is human characteristics are given to an animal
31

NurseryTracks Channel, “Nursery Rhyme - 1, 2, 3, 4, 5 Once I caught a fish alive”,
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=9ir_l7qTiZ4&pbjreload=10 (accessed on July 6, 2013)
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SuperSimple Songs – Kids Songs, “The Ants Go Marching | Kids Songs | Super Simple Songs”,
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=2S__fbCGwOM (accessed on May 27, 2017)
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or an object or giving something human qualities. In above lyrics, the ants do “go
marching”, “suck his thumb”, “tie his shoe”, “climb the tree”, “shut the door”,
“take a dive”, “pick-up sticks”, “pray to heaven”, “roller skate”, “check the time”,
and “shout The End”. Their activities which have mentioned are like human qualities.
4) “An owl sat alone”
An owl sat alone is a song told about the owl perched on a branch of tree then came
birds also perched on a branch of tree next to the owl and the owl shout its voice so that
the birds went away. The personification lyrics appear below.
An owl sat alone
And up jumped the birds33

(Line 1)
(Line 15)

In the stanza, the writer found a personification in the first and fifteenth line.
Personification means giving human characteristics to an object. In the Line 1, the writer
song said that an owl did “sat”. It is personification because “sat” is human qualities
when they is eating on the table or watching television or do working. In the Line 15, the
writer song said that the birds did “jumped”. It is personification because “jumped” is
human qualities when they do sport.
5) The frog song
The frog song is a song about frogs that are gathering and partying on the shores of
the lake then suddenly an old dog comes to ruin a frog party so they run everywhere. The
personification lyrics appear below.
Drinking juice and eating cake
Mister Toad is good at drumming
And his wife plays the trombone
Who prefers to dance alone34

(Line 4)
(Line 9)
(Line 10)
(Line 12)

In the stanza, the writer found a personification in the fourth and nineteenth line.
Personification is the transfer of human characteristic to an object, animal, or abstract
idea. In the Line 4, the writer song written that all frogs did “Drinking juice and eating
cake”. It is personification because “Drinking juice and eating cake” is a human quality
33

EscapeTales Channel, “An Owl sat alone”, https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=JS2CmNYWmSA
(accessed on March 20, 2014)
34
LooLooKids-Nursery Rhymes and Children‟s Songs, “The Frog Song”,
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=SwDfo2RsJr4 (accessed on November 19, 2017)
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in the party. In the Line 9, “Mister Toad” is referring to name of the frog. The writer
song written that he did “good at drumming”. It is personification because it is human
quality in the concert as drummer. And also in the Line 10, “And his wife plays the
trombone” is human quality in the concert. In the Line 12, “Who prefers to dance
alone” is referring to their daughter and the personification found is “dance alone” is
also human quality in the party.
6) “Rain rain go away” by Bobby Vinton
Rain rain go away is song that told about someone who complains because the
weather is raining even though there are important job that they must be done it outside
home. Personification lyrics appear below.
Rain, rain, go away
Rain, rain, go to Spain
Rain, rain, come pouring

(Line 1)
(Line 9)
(Line 17)

In the line 1, “rain go away” is personification because rain just fall down to the
earth and “go” is human quality. In the line 9, “rain go to Spain” included
personification because the writer song use verb “rain” by “go” again. And the line 17,
“rain come pouring” is personification because “pouring” is a human quality when
they do something in the kitchen.
There are personifications lyric that the writer found them below.
1) When the blazing sun is gone

(Twinkle Little star) Line 7

In the sentence, there is “sun is gone”. “Gone” is personification because it is
human quality when they must do working or studying, they must go for it.
From thirteen American Kids Songs that are analysed, the writer found 23
personifications in seven kids songs.
4. Metaphor
Metaphor is comparing two things by using one kind of object or using in place of
another to suggest the likeness between them. The lyrics of the song which include simile
will be shown in the table as follow.
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Table 4
American Kids Song Lyrics with Metaphor
No
1.

Metaphor Lyrics

Song title

Then you show your little light (Line

Twinkle Little Star

9)
2

Never show your face again (Line 10)

Rain Rain Go Away

The further analysis of metaphor lyrics will be explained below.
2) “Then you show your little light”

(Line 9)

Metaphor is used to explain or describe a thing by referring to other things that are
considered to have characteristics similar to something or someone who wants to be
described. In the sentence, “you” refer to little star and metaphor is “your little light”
because that describe the characteristic of little star.
2)“Never show your face again”35

(Line 10)

In this sentence, “your face” its mean the rain which means don‟t bother us
anymore to do our usual activities during of the day.
From thirteen American Kids Songs that are analysed, the writer found 2 metaphors
in one kids song.
5. Onomatopoeia
According to Spivey L. Becky said that onomatopoeia is naming a thing or an action
by imitating the sound associated with it or the use of a word to describe or imitate sound
or the sound made by an object or an action. The lyrics of the song which include simile
would be shown in the table as follow.

Table 5
American Kids Song Lyrics with Onomatopoeia
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Cuddle Berries- Nursery Rhymes and more Channel, “Rain Rain Go Away Little Johnny Wants To Play
Song - Nursery Rhymes for Kids by Cuddle Berries”, https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=BtDolWTSpV8 (accessed
on July 10, 2017)
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No

Onomatopoeia Lyrics

Song title

With a moo-moo here and a moo-moo

Old

there (Line 3)

had a farm

With an oink-oink here and an oink-oink

Old

there (Line 9)

had a farm

With a quack-quack here and a quack-

Old

quack there (Line 15)

had a farm

With a neigh-neigh here and a neigh-neigh

Old

there (Line 21)

had a farm

5.

(clap)-I-N-G-O (Line 9)

Bingo

6.

“Whoo-whoo-whoo” (Line 14)

An owl sat alone

7.

Ribbit, ribbit (Line 6)

The Frog Song

1.

2.

3.

4.

MacDonald

MacDonald

MacDonald

MacDonald

The further analysis of onomatopoeia lyrics will be explained below.
1) “Old MacDonald had a farm” by Thomas D’Urfey’s
Old MacDonald had a farm is a song that told about a farmer named MacDonald
and the various sound of animal that he keeps on his farm. The onomatopoeia lyrics
appear below.
With a moo-moo here and a moo-moo there
With an oink-oink here and an oink-oink there
With a quack-quack here and a quack-quack there
With a neigh-neigh here and a neigh-neigh there36

(Line 3)
(Line 9)
(Line 15)
(Line 21)

Onomatopoeia is a word by written or spoken that included an imitation of a sound
effect that comes from the things around us. In the stanza, the writer found a
onomatopoeia in the third until twenty first lines. In the line 3, “moo-moo” is the sound

36

Super Simple Songs-Nursery Rhymes, “ Old MacDonald had a Farm”
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=_6HzoUcx3eo (accessed on April 5, 2018)
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of the cow. In the line 9, “oink-oink” is the sound of the pig. In the line 15, “quackquack” is the sound of the duck. In the line 21, “neigh-neigh” is the sound of the horse.
2) “BINGO” by Scholastic Staff Inc.
BINGO is a song that told about the farmer has a dog, namely bingo. The
onomatopoeia lyric appears below.
“(clap)-I-N-G-O”37

(Line 9)

Onomatopoeia is the words that express sounds. In the sentence, “(clap)” is the
sound of clap the hands.
There are onomatopoeia lyric that the writer found them below.
1) “Whoo-whoo-whoo”

(Ant owl sat alone) Line 14

In the sentence, “Whoo-whoo” is the sound of owl when the midnight comes and
that sound is sign of the midnight.
2) Ribbit, ribbit

(The Frog song) Line 6

In the sentence, “Ribbit ribbit” is the sound of the frog on the lake or on the wet
place.
From thirteen American Kids Songs that are analysed, the writer found 7
onomatopoeias in four kids songs.
6. Symbolism
Symbolism is an image so loaded with significance that it is not simply literal, and
it does not simply stand for something else; it is both itself and something else that it
richly suggest, a kind of manifestation of something too complex or to elusive to be
otherwise. The lyrics of the song which include symbolism will be shown in the table as
follow.

Table 6
American Kids Song Lyrics with Symbolism
No
1.

Symbolism Lyrics

Song title

Papa's going to buy a dog called Rover

Hush Little Baby

(Line 12)
37

Super Simple Songs-Nursery Rhymes, “BINGO”, https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=9mmF8zOlh_g
(accessed on September8, 2011)
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2.

Peekaboo! Peekaboo! Peekaboo! (Line 1)

Peekaboo

3.

Yankee Doodle went to town (Line 2)

Yankee Doodle

4.

Riding on a Pony (Line 2)

Yankee Doodle

5.

And called him Macaroni (Line 4)

Yankee Doodle

The further analysis of symbolism lyrics will be explained below.
1) “Hush Little baby”
Hush little baby is song that told about a mother who tells her baby to sleep. If the
baby gets sleep, the mother will give gifts to her baby. This hyperbole lyric gets below.
“Papa's going to buy a dog called Rover ”38

(Line 12)

Hyperbole is a big exaggeration so no one would believe the statement is true. In
this sentence, “Rover” in this sentence refers to the name of dog.
2) Peekaboo
Peekaboo is a song that told about a parent play uses against children by parents
look at their children then close their eyes by their hands and open them by saying
“peekaboo”. The symbolism lyric appear below.
“Peekaboo! Peekaboo! Peekaboo”39

(Line 1)

Symbolism is the imagery of one thing with another by using objects, symbols,
animals, or figures. In the sentence, “peekaboo” is symbolism because it always used by
parent when they make funny to their children.
There are symbolism lyrics that the writer found them below
1) Yankee Doodle went to town

(Yankee Doodle) Line 1

In the sentence, “Yankee Doodle went to town” included symbolism because this
song was first sung by British military officials to insult the Americans they called
"Yankees". At that time, the meaning of the word doodle was a humble or stupid person.
38
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2) Riding on a Pony

(Yankee Doodle) Line 2

In the sentence, “Riding on a Pony” included symbolism because “Pony” is the
symbol of the horse herd which have characteristic. Pony is horse that small size but
strong skill.
3) And called him Macaroni

(Yankee Doodle) Line 4

In the sentence, “And called him Macaroni” included symbolism because
“macaroni” is is a type of dry pasta in the shape of narrow tubes.
From thirteen American Kids Songs that are analysed, the writer found 5
symbolisms in two kids songs. There are chart of figurative language in American Kids
Song below.

Figurative Language in American
Kids Song
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Figurative Language in
American Kids Song

The data of figurative language in Indonesian kids songs from selected song and lyric,
they are simile has 2 data categories, hyperbole has 1 data categories, personification has 23
data categories, metaphor has 2 data categories, onomatopoeia has 7 data categories, and
symbol has 5 data categories.
b. Types of figurative language in Indonesian Kids Song
The writer classifies and tabulates the selected lyric of figurative language which are taken
from Lagu Anak Indonesia song that included the types of figurative language. The selected data
can be tabulated as follows:
1. Simile

40

Simile is how to compare one object or idea with another to suggest they are alike.
Simile requires explicit effort by word: “like” and “as”. The lyrics of the song which
include simile will be shown in the table as follow
Table 7
Indonesian Kids Song Lyrics with Simile
No

Simile Lyrics

Song title

1.

Seumpama intan berlian (Line 4)

Bintang Kejora

2.

Tik tik tik bunyi hujan bagai bernyanyi (Line

Tik Tik Bunyi Hujan

5)
The further analysis of simile lyrics will be explained below.
1) “Bintang Kejora” by A. T. Mahmud
Bintang kejora is a children‟s song from Indonesia that told about a child who
admires the beauty of stars and the most beautiful is the Morning Star. There are similes
lyric below.
“Berkelap-kelip seumpama intan berlian”40

(Line 4)

Simile is seen with its characteristics using the word “like”. In this sentence,
“Berkelap-kelip seumpama bintang berlian” which means “Twinkle like diamond”, it
shows “Berkelap-kelip” refers to many stars and “Intan berlian” are the depictions of
the many stars by themselves.
2) “Tik Tik Tik Bunyi Hujan” by Ibu Sud
Tik tik tik bunyi hujan is Indonesian kids song that told about gifted of god called
“rain” comes for human, animal, and plant in order to for the sake of survival among
fellow creatures. This simile lyric appears below.
“Tik tik tik bunyi hujan bagai bernyanyi”41

(Line 5)

40

Lagu Anak Indonesia Balita Channel, “Lagu Anak Indonesia | Bintang Kejora”
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=o-ZSAgEtsII (accessed on Apr 14, 2017)
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“Like” is famous identified word to Simile. In this sentence, “Tik tik tik bunyi
hujan bagai bernyanyi” which means “Tik tik tik” the sound of rain like singing” show
“bunyi hujan” is the melody of the rain was fallen from the sky and it like the melody
have tune look like the person is singing “bernyanyi”.
From thirteen Indonesian Kids Songs that are analysed, the writer found 2 similes
in two kids songs.

2. Hyperbole
Hyperbole is a big exaggeration so no one would believe the statement is true. The
lyrics of the song which include simile will be shown in the table as follow.
Table 8
Indonesian Kids Song Lyrics with Hyperbole
No
1.

Hyperbole Lyrics
Kalau tidak bobo digigit nyamuk

Song title
Nina bobo

(Line 2)
The further analysis of hyperbole lyrics will be explained below.
1) “Nina bobo” by Anneke Gronloh and Johanna Louise Gronloh
Nina bobo is a song from Indonesian that told about a mother named Mustika from
Java sang a piece of song, her daughter named Nina. And her husband, Captain Van
Rodjnik , the Dutch man told his wife to make the song more interesting because Nina
had insomnia and at that time there was a malaria outbreak. Hyperbole lyric below.
“Kalau tidak bobo digigit nyamuk”42

(Line 2)

Hyperboles are not meant to be taken literally, but stand out and create emphasis. In
this sentence, the subject of that is Nina. Her mother wants her child to go to sleep by
singing a sweet song. “Kalau tidak bobo digigit nyamuk” which means “if you don‟t
sleep, you get bitted by mosquito” is not literally many mosquitoes around and will
immediately bite her skin but is using figuratively state that “the more nights you want to
42

Lagu Anak Indonesia Balita Channel, “Lagu Anak Indonesia | Nina Bobo”,
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=LYv9JzUIl8Y (accessed on Dec 16, 2016)
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sleep the more mosquitoes make you uncomfortable when you go to sleep. So go to sleep
early.”
From thirteen Indonesian Kids Songs that are analysed, the writer found 1
hyperbole in one kids song.
3. Personification
Personification is style of language to give human traits to inanimate objects so
they behave like humans. it aims to objects that are considered living or animate can
represent and facilitate a writer of song in conveying a message through personification.
The lyrics of the song which include simile will be shown in the table as follow.
Table 9
Indonesian Kids Song Lyrics with Personification
No

Personification Lyrics

Song title

1.

Jari manis pakai cincin (Line 3)

Ibu jari

2.

Lihat si gajah sedang berenang (Line 10)

Main ke Hutan

3.

Gajah dan singa lalu bergoyang (Line 12)

Main ke Hutan

4.

Lihat binatang ikut bergoyang (Line 14)

Main ke Hutan

5.

Penghuni hutan ikut bergoyang (Line 16)

Main ke Hutan

6.

Si monyet tertawa senang (Line 25)

Main ke Hutan

7.

Lihat buaya sedang bersuka (Line 26)

Main ke Hutan

8.

Si jerapah bernyanyi riang (Line 27)

Main ke Hutan

9.

Si kakatua ikut berdendang (Line 28)

Main ke Hutan

10.

Ia senang bermain-main

Helly

Sambil berlari-lari (Line 3)
11.

Kodok dan semut sahabat lama (Line 9)

Si kodok

12.

tak pernah mandi (Line 18)

Si kodok

13.

dok kodok jangan panggil hujan (Line 19)

Si kodok

14.

Sapi pulang ke kandang (Line 6)

Si gembala sapi

15.

Bersenda gurau meyelam-nyelam (Line

Tik tik tik bunyi

11)

hujan
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The further analysis of personification lyrics will be explained below.
1) Ibu jari
Ibu jari is a kids song of Indonesian that told about introduce the names of the
fingers on the hand and their characteristics. The personification lyric appear below.
“Jari manis pakai cincin”43

(Line 3)

In the sentence, “jari manis pakai cincin” means “ring finger wears a ring” and
“pakai cincin” is personification because “pakai” is human quality when they as couple
married wear ring..
2) Main ke hutan
Main ke hutan is a kids song of Indonesian that told about the child invited her
friend to play together in the jungle because there are many wild animals which is
friendly. Personification appears below.
Lihat si gajah sedang berenang
(Line 10)
Gajah dan singa lalu bergoyang
(Line 12)
Lihat binatang ikut bergoyang
(Line 14)
Penghuni hutan ikut bergoyang
(Line 16)
Si monyet... tertawa senang
(Line 25)
Lihat buaya sedang bersuka
(Line 26)
Si jerapah bernyanyi riang
(Line 27)
Si kakatua ikut berdendang44
(Line 28)
In the stanza, the writer found a personification in the tenth and twenty eighth line.
Personification is the transfer of human characteristic to an object, animal, or abstract
idea. In the Line 10, “Lihat si gajah sedang berenang” means “Look at the elephant was
swimming” and personification is “gajah sedang bergoyang” because “bergoyang” is
human quality when they dance in the floor. In the Line 12, “Gajah dan Singa ikut
bergoyang” means “the Elephant and the Lion are dancing” is personification because
both of them are animal and they do like human do “bergoyang”. In the line 14 and 16,
“lihat binatang ikut bergoyang“ and “penghuni hutan ikut bergoyang” is
personification because “binatang” means “animal or “penghuni hutan” means “all
43

Bloomon Beach Channel, “Lagu Anak Jari Jari”, https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=H3yqRreNcOo
(accessed on Sep 23, 2015)
44
Iwak sepat Channel, “Bebe lily main ke Hutan”, https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ITvUyy6rWM0
(accessed on Nov 20, 2017)
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animal in the jungle” are similar meaning and they do what human do “bergoyang”. In
the line 25, “si monyet tertawa senang” which means “monkey was laughing” is
personification because is human quality when they feels funny from something or
someone who make a joke. In the line 26, “Lihat buaya sedang bersuka” which means
“look at the crocodile was happy” is personification because “bersuka” is human quality
when they get the gift or something. In the line 27, “Si jerapah bernyanyi riang” which
mean “the giraffe was singing” is personification because “bernyanyi” is human ability.
In the line 28, “Si kakatua ikut berdendang” which mean “cockatoo was dancing” is
personification because “berdendang” is human ability.
3) Helly
Helly is a kids song of Indonesian that told about someone have the little dog which
named Helly and the little dog rather play and run around. Personification appears below.
“Ia senang bermain-main sambil berlari-lari”45

(Line 3)

In the sentence, it means “the little dog rather plays and run” and it includes
personification because “bermain-main sambil berlari-lari” is human ability, especially
what is children like to do.
4) Si Kodok
Si kodok is a kids song of Indonesian that told about a frog, an ant, a goat and an
elephant did their activity in their live. Personification lyrics appear below.
Kodok dan semut sahabat lama
tak pernah mandi
dok kodok jangan panggil hujan46

(Line 9)
(Line 18)
(Line 19)

In the stanza, the writer found a personification in the ninth and twenty second lines.
Personification is the transfer of human characteristic to an object, animal, or abstract
idea. In the Line 9, “Kodok dan semut sahabat lama” which means “frog and ant are old
friend” is personification because “sahabat lama” is used to consider between someone
and another which is long time that they are companying together. In the line 18, “tak
45

Rahema kids Channel, “Lagu anak Indonesia HELLY GUK GUK”, https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=z4bL-fjt1U ( accessed on Jun 18, 2019)
46
Nazil Kids Channel, “Ada kodok Rekotok Rekotok Lagu Anak”,
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=LPELSC7dbDo (accessed on Jan 7, 2019)
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pernah

mandi” which means “never ever take a bath” is refer to the goat and it

personification because “mandi” is human activity when they wake up in the morning
and immediately go to toilet. In the line 19, “dok kodok jangan panggil hujan” which
means “hey frog do not call the rain” is personification because “call” is human quality
when they want someone come to them.
5) “Si Gembala sapi” by Norma Sanger
Si gembala sapi is a children‟s song which mean “The Cowherd” that told about the
cowherd who takes care of cows from morning till evening. The personification lyric
appears below.
“Sapi pulang ke kandang”47

(Line 6)

In the sentence, “Sapi pulang ke kandang” which means “the goat goes to home” is
personification because “pulang” is human quality when they have job or activity and
done it.
There are personification lyrics that the writer found them below.
“Bersendau gurau menyelam-nyelam”(Tik tik bunyi hujan) Line 11
In the sentence, it means “Ducks are playing and swimming”. It is personification
because the ducks do “Bersendau gurau menyelam-nyelam” is like human do when they
play together in the beach or in the pool.
From thirteen Indonesian Kids Songs that are analysed, the writer found 15
personifications in six kids songs.
4. Metaphor
Metaphor is used to explain or describe a thing by referring to other things that are
considered to have characteristics similar to something or someone who wants to be
described. The lyrics of the song which include simile will be shown in the table as follow.
Table 10
Indonesian Kids Song Lyrics with Metaphor
No.
1.

47

Metaphor Lyrics
Lihatlah si raja hutan (Line 3)

Song title
Main ke Hutan

Lagu Anak Channel, “Si Gembala Sapi Mega Utami”, https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=QGW31t9yNos
(accessed on Jan 1, 2016)
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The further analysis of personification lyrics will be explained below.
1) “Lihatlah si raja hutan”

(Line 3)

Metaphor is the use words or sentences that are not their true meaning, but as
representation based on equations or comparisons. In the sentence, “Lihatlah si raja
hutan” which means “Look at the king of the jungle” is metaphor because “si raja hutan”
is the representation from “Lion”.
From thirteen Indonesian Kids Songs that are analysed, the writer found 1 metaphor
in one kids song.
5. Onomatopoeia
Onomatopoeia is a word by written or spoken that included an imitation of a sound
effect that comes from the things around us. The lyrics of the song which include simile
will be shown in the table as follow.

Table 11
Indonesian Kids Song Lyrics with Onomatopoeia
No

Onomatopoeia Lyrics

Song title

1.

tuk tik tak tik tuk (Line 5)

Naik Delman

2.

Kukuk kukuk kukukukukuku (Line 4)

Burung Hantu

3.

Yok dengar bum-bum beng-beng

Main ke Hutan

(Line 16)
4.

Helly! Guk! Guk! Guk! (Line 5)

5.

Tik tik tik bunyi hujan di atas

Helly
Tik tik bunyi hujan

genting (Line 1)
6.

Ada kodok rekotok rekotok (Line 1)

Si kodok

7.

Semut kecil ngek ngoek ngek ngoek

Si kodok

(Line 5)
8.

Ada kambing mbek embek (Line 17)

Si kodok
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The further analysis of onomatopoeia lyrics will be explained below
1) “Naik delman” by Pak Kasur
Naik delman is a kids song of Indonesian which mean “on the horse sleigh”. It told
about a child was holiday with his father on a one-horse sleigh. The onomatopoeia lyric
appears below.
“tuk tik tak tik tuk tik tak tik tuk tik tak tik tuk”48

(Line 5)

In this sentence, “tuk tik tak tik tuk” is the sound of the horse boots.
2) Burung hantu
Burung hantu which means “An Owl” is a kids song of Indonesian that told about
the owl is sign of the dark of the night after sunset and the sound of the owl appear
immediately. The onomatopoeia lyric appears below.
“kuku kuku kukukuku kuku”49

(Line 4)

In this sentence, “kuku kuku” is the sound of the owl.
There are onomatopoeia lyrics that the writer found them below.
1) Yok dengar bum-bum beng-beng

(Main ke hutan) Line 16

In the sentence, “Yok dengar bum-bum beng-beng” which means “Let‟s go hear
bum-bum beng-beng” is onomatopoeia because “bum-bum beng-beng” is the hit sound
of drum.
2) Helly! Guk! Guk! Guk!

(Helly) Line 5

In the sentence, “Helly! Guk! Guk! Guk!” included onomatopoeia because “Guk!
Guk! Guk!” is the sound of the dog.
3) Tik tik tik bunyi hujan di atas genting (Tik tik bunyi hujan) Line 1
In the sentence, “Tik tik tik bunyi hujan di atas genting” which means “Tik tik tik
the sound of the rain on the roof” included onomatopoeia because “Tik tik tik” is the
sound of rain.
4) Ada kodok rekotok rekotok

48

(Si kodok) Line 1

Lagu Anak Indonesia Balita Channel, “Lagu Anak Indonesia | Naik Delman”,
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=erWXn3GGL7A (accessed on Jan 28, 2017)
49
Lagu Anak Indonesia Balita Channel, “Lagu Anak Indonesia | Burung Hantu”,
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=9NHzZDca-h0 (accessed on May 19, 2017)
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In the sentence, “Ada kodok rekotok rekotok” which means “There is the frog
rekotok rekotok” included onomatopoeia becsuse “rekotok rekotok” is the sound of the
frog.
5) Semut kecil ngek ngoek ngek ngoek (Si kodok) Line 5
In the sentence, “Semut kecil ngek ngoek ngek ngoek” which means “the little ant
ngek ngoek ngek ngoek” included onomatopoeia because “ngek ngoek ngek ngoek” is
the sound of the ant.
6) Ada kambing mbek embek

(Si kodok) Line 17

In the sentence, “Ada kambing mbek embek” which means “There is the goat mbek
embek” is onomatopoeia because “mbek embek” is the sound of the goat.
From thirteen Indonesian Kids Songs that are analysed, the writer found 8
onomatopoeias in six kids songs.
6. Symbolism
Symbolism is the imagery of one thing with another by using objects, symbols,
animals, or figures. The lyrics of the song which include symbolism will be shown in the
table as follow.
Table 12
Indonesian Kids Song Lyrics with Symbolism
No

Symbolism Lyrics

Song title

1.

Satu Dua Tiga Empat Lima Enam Tujuh

Satu Dua Tiga Empat

Delapan (Line 1)
2.

Jalan jalan ke Tanah Deli (Line 13)

Injit injit semut

3.

Naik prahu ke Pulau Sribu (Line 4)

Injit injit semut

4.

Disko syalala (Ci luk ba) (Line 17)

Cilukba

5.

Hompimpa alaihomgambreng (Line 4)

Cilukba

6.

Bintang kejora yang indah selalu (Line

Bintang Kejora

1)
The further analysis of symbolism lyrics will be explained below
1) “Satu dua tiga empat” by Pak kasur
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Satu dua tiga empat is a kids song of Indonesian which means “one two three four”
that told about children learn to count and seek knowledge in the morning. The
symbolism lyric appear below.
“satu dua tiga empat lima enam tujuh delapan”50

(Line 1)

In the sentence, that means symbol of the count from one until eight to understand
the children how to count.
3) Injit injit semut
“Injit-injit Semut” is a children‟s song of Indonesian that told about this song likes
to accompany the pinching game. The game of pinching the back of the opponent‟s hand
until it hurts so the opponent may reply to pinch another. This song comes from Jambi
Province. The symbolism lyrics appear below.
Jalan jalan ke Tanah Deli
Naik prahu ke Pulau Sribu51

(Line 1)
(Line 13)

In the stanza, the writer found a symbolism in the first and thirteen second lines. In
the first line, “Jalan jalan ke Tanah Deli” which means “walk around to Tanah Deli” is
symbolism because “Tanah Deli” is the symbol of the historical tours of the Sultanate of
Malay Deli in Medan. And in the line 13, “Naik prahu ke Pulau Sribu” which means
“on boat to Pulau Seribu” is symbolism because “Pulau Seribu” is the symbol of Jakarta
tourist destinations because there are a row of beautiful islands that offer a different view.
4) “Cilukba” by A. T. Mahmud
Cilukba is a children‟s song of Indonesian which mean “Peekaboo” by Maissy
Pramaisshela that told about a child who invites his friends to study, play and have fun
together. The symbolism lyrics appear below.
Disko syalalala (Ci luk ba)
Hompimpa alaihomgambreng52

(Line 4)
(Line 17)

50

Sahabat Valka Channel, “Lagu 1234 | Lagu anak indonesia”,
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=YZGDnUgmQ9U (accessed on Oct 13, 2019)
51
Lagu Anak TV Channel, “Injit injit semut | Jambi | Lagu anak balita terpopuler |Lagu Anak TV”,
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=JacW5J6wm0g (accessed on April 24, 2019)
52

Chelz0nsu Channel, “Cilukbaaa!!!! (Maissy Pramaisshela)”,
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=rehaLthGyVY (accessed on Feb 4, 2010)
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In the stanza, the writer found a symbolism in the fourth and seventeen lines. In the
fourth line, “Disko syalalala (Ci luk ba)” is the symbolism because “Cilukba” is the
symbol of “Peekaboo”. in the line 17, “Hompimpa alaihomgambreng” is the symbol of
the most popular sentence when children play traditional games to know who wins or
loses using the palm of the hand.
There is symbolism lyrics that the writer found them below.
1) Bintang kejora yang indah selalu (Bintang Kejora) Line 4
In the sentence, “Bintang kejora yang indah selalu” which means “Kejora star
always beautiful” included symbol because “Bintang Kejora” is the symbol of the planet
namely "Venus". In the arrangement of the solar system, Venus is the second planet
closest to the sun after Mercury. Venus's rays or light appear from Earth, is not from the
planet itself, because the planet is not a producer of light. Light or ray of Venus is a
reflection of light from the sun.
From thirteen Indonesian Kids Songs that are analysed, the writer found 6
symbolisms in four kids songs.
There are chart of figurative language in Indonesian kids song below

figurative language in Indonesian
Kids song
20
15
10
5
0

15
2

1

1

8

6

figurative language in
Indonesian Kids song

The data of figurative language in Indonesian kids songs from selected song and
lyric, they are simile has 2 data categories, hyperbole has 3 data categories,
personification has 23 data categories, metaphor has 1 data categories, onomatopoeia has
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7 data categories, and symbol has 4 data categories. The dominant of data is
personification in the American and Indonesian kids songs
Based on all data above, the writer would show the different total of figurative
language between American and Indonesian kids song below.

Figurative Language
25
20
15
15

figurative language in
American Kids Song

10
8

5
2

1

1

6

figurative language in
Indonesian kids song

0

2. Different and similarities between American and Indonesian kids song
Based on data above, the writer compared between American and Indonesian kids song.
The writer intended to draw conclusions by comparing ideas, opinions and understanding to
know the similarities of the understanding and differences of children songs both from
Indonesian children song and English children song. And the writer used title of the song as idea,
content of song as opinion, and history of song as purpose. The writer also used types of
typologies semantic by Stephen Ulmann theory such as Transparent and non-transparent words,
Special words and generic words, Emotive tone, and Sentiment
a. Hush Little Baby and Nina Bobo
Hush Little baby and Nina bobo are same purpose. The main purpose of both song is
making the baby or the child go to sleep because of song that sang by parent. But they are
different idea and opinion because Hush Little Baby told about the baby and Nina Bobo told
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about the child named Nina. The content of Hush Little Baby told about promise all kinds of
rewards to the babies if they are quiet and the content of Nina Bobo told about the parent sang
this song to Nina in order to sleep immediately. From Hush Little baby, the writer found generic
word and emotive tone below.
Hush, little baby, don't say a word
Papa's going to buy you a mocking bird
Hush, little baby, don't say a word.
Papa's going to buy you a mocking bird.

(Line 1)
(Line 2)
(Line 1)
(Line 2)

From Nina bobo, the writer found generic word and emotive tone below.
Nina bobo oh nina bobo
Tidurlah sayang, adikku manis
Kalau tidak bobo digigit nyamuk

(Line 1)
(Line 5)
(Line 9)

In those stanzas, the writer found generic word in the sentence “Hush, little baby, don't say
a word” and in the sentence “Nina bobo oh nina bobo” because the example of generic word is
"baby" and the example of specific word is "Nina". Europeans tend to call their babies by the
word baby and Indonesian people tend to call their babies by name. the writer also found
emotive tone in the sentence “don't say a word Papa's going to buy you a mocking bird” and
in the sentence “Kalau tidak bobo digigit nyamuk” because the songwriter used "Papa gonna
buy you a mocking bird" as a symbol to calm a crying baby and in the sentence " Kalau tidak
bobo digigit nyamuk ", the songwriter also used “digigit nyamuk " as a symbol to tell his child
to go to sleep early.
Compare both two kids
song of two country

Generic and specific
word

Emotive tone

American

Indonesian

AS

IND

AS

Hush Little

Nina Bobo

G: bayi

G: baby

Papa gonna

Kalau tidak

buy you a

bobo digigit

mocking

nyamuk

bird

That means

That means

give emotion

give emotion

through

through

symbol of

Baby

S: Nina

IND
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symbol of

warning

gift

b. Twinkle Little Star and Bintang Kejora
Twinkle Little Star and Bintang Kejora are same idea, opinion, and purpose. The main idea
of both song is “the star”. The main opinion of both song told about the wonderful star seemed in
the sky by the writer or the hearer. How thankful the stars are that told the writer of those song.
The main purpose of both song is as grateful through the exist of the stars because without them
nothing shines in the night. From Twinkle Little Star, the writer found generic word and
sentiment below.
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Twinkle, twinkle, little star
How I wonder what you are
When the blazing sun is gone
When he nothing shines upon

(Line 1)
(Line 2)
(Line 7)
(Line 8)

From Bintang Kejora, the writer found generic word and specific word below.
Bintang kejora yang indah selalu

(Line 8)

In those stanzas, the writer found generic word in the sentence “Twinkle, twinkle, little
star” and in the sentence “Bintang kejora yang indah selalu”. The example of specific word is
"kejora" and the generic of specific word is "little star". The writer also found sentiment word in
the sentence “When the blazing sun is gone when he nothing shines upon” because in English
the pronoun of "sun" is "it". But in the case of this sentence, "the sun" is the only thing that
nothing can not be like it. So, it is appropriate to use the pronoun "he".
Compare both two kids
song of two country

Generic and specific
word

Sentiment word

American

Indonesian

AS

IND

AS

IND

Twinkle

Bintang

G: star

G: bintang

Sun =

Matahari =

Little Star

Kejora

S: Kejora

noun

benda

Pronoun

Kata ganti

of sun =

matahari =

his

benda itu

That
means sun
is just the
only one,
so it uses
the
pronoun
“his”

c. Finger Family and Ibu Jari
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Based on table above, Finger Family and Ibu Jari are same idea because both of those told
about finger on the hand. And they are same purpose because the purpose of Finger Family is
explaining one by one finger with the member name of family such as “daddy finger” that used
“daddy” as “thumb” and the purpose of Ibu Jari is explaining one by one finger with original
their name such as “ibu jari” means “thumb”. But they are different opinion because the content
song of Finger Family told about family and the content song of Ibu Jari told about the fingers.
From Finger Family, the writer found generic word below.
Daddy finger, daddy finger, where are you?
Mommy finger, mommy finger, where are you?
Brother finger, brother finger, where are you?
Sister finger, sister finger, where are you?
Baby finger, baby finger, where are you?

(Line 1)
(Line 5)
(Line 9)
(Line 14)
(Line 19)

From Hush Ibu Jari, the writer found generic word below.
Ibu jari jari telunjuk
Jari tengah yang panjang
Jari manis pakai cincin
Jari klingking terkecil

(Line 1)
(Line 2)
(Line 3)
(Line 4)

In those stanzas, the writer found generic word in the sentence “Mommy finger” and in the
sentence “Ibu jari” because both of them use the same meaning “mother” even though in the
lyrics they use different words "mommy" and "ibu". The writer found that in the song Finger
Family, it uses family symbol on all finger and in the song Ibu Jari, it uses finger symbol to
describe the specific of fingers.
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Compare both two kids song

Generic and specific word

of two country
American

Indonesian

AS

IND

Finger Family

Ibu Jari

G: Mommy

G: Ibu / Mama

d. I Caught a Fish Alive and Satu Dua Tiga Empat
I Caught a Fish Alive and Satu Dua Tiga Empat are same purpose. The main purpose of
both song is expaining the way count of the number for child such as “ one two three four” and
“satu dua tiga empat”. But they are different idea and opinion because I Caught a Fish Alive
told about the fish and Satu Dua Tiga Empat told about the number. The content of I Caught a
Fish Alive told about the child and his father was fishing in the lake and the fish bit child finger
and the content of Satu Dua Tiga Empat told about the children was going to school with new
spirit and count the number they memorized it. From I Caught a Fish Alive, the writer found
sentiment below.
Once I caught a fish alive,
Six, seven, eight, nine, ten,
Then I let it go again.

(Line 2)
(Line 3)
(Line 4)

From Satu Dua Tiga Empat, the writer found emotive tone below.
Siapa rajin ke sekolah cari ilmu sampai dapat

(Line 2)

In those stanzas, the writer found sentiment word “a fish alive” with “Then I let it go
again” because “fish” uses the right pronoun “it”. The writer also found emotive tone “Siapa
rajin ke sekolah cari ilmu” as a symbol because it is not only the students go to school daily but
also the people need the lesson to upgrade their skill to get the best future.
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Compare both two kids

Emotive tone

Sentiment word

song of two country
American

Indonesian

AS

IND

AS

IND

I Caught a

Satu Dua

-

Siapa rajin

Fish = noun

Ikan = kata

Fish Alive

Tiga Empat

ke sekolah

The

benda

cari ilmu

pronoun of

Kata ganti

That means

fish = it

dari ikan =

give

hewan itu

emotion
through
situation of
school

e. Old MacDonald Had a Farm and Main ke Hutan
Old MacDonald Had a Farm and Main ke Hutan are same purpose. The main purpose of
both song is explaining the name of animals in those song. But they are different idea and
opinion because Old MacDonald Had a Farm told about the farm of Old MacDonald and Main
ke Hutan told about the game of the jungle. The content of Old MacDonald Had a Farm told
about the sounds of the animal in the farm and the content of Main ke Hutan told about the wild
animal in the jungle was playing together. From Old MacDonald Had a Farm, the writer found
transparan word below.
With a moo-moo here and a moo-moo there
With an oink-oink here and an oink-oink there
With a quack-quack here and a quack-quack there
With a neigh-neigh here and a neigh-neigh there

(Line 3)
(Line 9)
(Line 15)
(Line 21)

From Main ke Hutan, the writer found generic word and transparan word below.
Lihatlah... si raja hutan
Penghuni hutan ikut bergoyang
Yok dengar bum-bum beng-beng

(Line 9)
(Line 16)
(Line 29)
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In those stanzas, the writer found transparan word such as “moo-moo”, “oink-oink”,
“quack-quack”, “neigh-neigh”, and “bum-bum beng-beng”. “moo-moo” describes the sound
of a cow but in Indonesian, the sound of a cow sounds “muu-muu”. “oink-oink” describes the
sound of a pig but in Indonesian, it reads "ngok-ngok". “quack-quack” describes the sound of a
duck but in Indonesian, it reads "kwek-kwek". “neigh-neigh” describes the sound of a horse but
in Indonesian, it sounds "hihik-hihik.” “bum-bum beng-beng” describes the sound of the drum.
The writer also found generic word such as “raja hutan” and
“penghuni hutan” because “raja hutan” as a symbol of the lion and “penghuni hutan” as
symbol of the wild animals in the jungle.

f. Ants Go Marching and Injit Injit Semut
Based on the table above, Ants Go Marching and Injit Injit Semut are same idea. The main
idea
Compare both two kids

Emotive tone

Sentiment word

of

both

song told about
“ the ants”. But

song of two country
American

Indonesian

AS

IND

AS

IND

Old

Main ke

moo-

muu-

G: The

G: raja

MacDonald

Hutan

moo

muu

king of

hutan

opinion

and

oink-

ngok-

the forest

S: Singa

purpose.

The

oink

ngok

S: The

quack-

kwek-

lion

quack

kwek

told about the

neigh-

hihik-

ants

neigh

hihik

marching

bum-

dum-

start from “one

bum

dum

by one” until

Had a Farm

they

are
different

content of Ants
Go

Marching

go
that

“ten by ten” in
their marching and the content of Injit Injit Semut told about the game of The game of pinching
the back of the opponent‟s hand until it hurts so the opponent may reply to pinch another. The
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purpose of Ants Go Marching told about the children follow the characteristics of the ants about
the discipline, the awareness each other, and the hardwork and the purpose of Injit Injit Semut
told about the children know about the song of their country and their traditional game because
this song from Jambi Province. From Ants Go Marching, the writer found transparan word and
sentiment word below.
The little one stops to suck his thumb
(Line 4)
To get out of the rain, BOOM! BOOM! BOOM! (Line 6)
From Injit Injit Semut, the writer found generic word below.
jalan-jalan ke Tanah Deli
Sungguh indah tempat tamasya
Naik prahu ke Pulau Seribu
Sungguh indah si pulau karang

(Line 1)
(Line 2)
(Line 13)
(Line 14)

In those stanzas, the writer found transparan “BOOM! BOOM! BOOM!” describes the
sound of hitted hard from a large drum. The writer also found sentiment word “The little one
stops to suck his thumb” because “The little one” that refers to an ant uses the pronoun “his”. It
should use the right pronoun “it”. The last, the writer found generic word in the sentence “jalanjalan ke Tanah Deli” and “Naik prahu ke Pulau Seribu”. The specific word from “Tanah Deli”
is “tempat tamasya” and the specific word from “Pulau Seribu” is “pulau karang”.
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Compare both two kids

Transparan word

Generic and
specific word

song of two country
American

Indonesian

AS

AS

Ants Go

Injit Injit

BOOM!

Little

Marching

Semut

BOOM!
BOOM

AS

IND

Sentiment word

AS

AS

G:

Little one

Semut

one =

tempat

= an ant

=

an ant

tamasya

= animal

hewan

=

S: Tanah

Pronoun

Kata

animal

Deli

of ant =

ganti

Pronou

G: pulau

his

semut

n of

karang

=

ant =

S: Pulau

hewan

Seribu

itu

his

g. Bingo and Helly
Bingo and Helly are same idea and purpose. The main idea of both song is the name of the
dog; “Bingo” and “Helly”. The purpose of Bingo told about the characteristic of doggy look like
funny and loyal to their owner. But they are different opinon. The content of Bingo told about
the way to spell the letter “B-I-N-G-O” in this song and the content of Helly told about the sound
of the doggy when the doggy was playing with his owner. From Bingo, the writer found
sentiment word and transparan word below.
And Bingo was his name-o
(clap)-I-N-G-O

(line 2)
(line 9)

From Helly, the writer found sentiment word below.
Kuberi nama Helly
Ia senang bermain-main

(line 2)
(Line 3)

In those stanzas, the writer found the sentiment words “And Bingo was his name-o” and
“Kuberi nama Helly Ia senang bermain-main”. That sentence described the subject “Bingo” by
using the pronoun “his”. It should use the pronoun “its” because “Bingo” is the animal. In the
sentence “Kuberi nama Helly Ia senang bermain-main” described the subject “Helly” used the
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right pronoun “Ia”. The writer also found transparan word in the sentence “(clap)-I-N-G-O”
because “clap” described the sound of the clapping the hands.
Compare both two kids
song of two country

Transparan
word

American

Indonesian

AS

Bingo

Helly

clap

Sentiment word

IND
Prok

AS

IND

Bingo = name

Helly = nama

of dog =

anjing =

animal

hewan

Pronoun of

Kata ganti

the dog = his

helly = dia

h. Rain Rain Go Away and Tik Tik Bunyi Hujan
Based on table above, Rain Rain Go Away and Tik Tik Bunyi Hujan are same idea. The
main idea of both song is “the rain”. But they are different opinion and purpose. The content of
Rain Rain Go Away told about the upset of the writer because of the rain that disturbed him to
play with friend and the content of Tik Tik Bunyi Hujan told about the amazing of the rain
because it makes the earth become wet make the plant get water. The purpose of Rain Rain Go
Away told about the refuse of the rain because the human have job in outdoor but the rain was
very disturbing them and the purpose of Tik Tik Bunyi Hujan told about the thankful from human
because of the gift from God named “the rain” because without the rain, the earth always dry all
time. From Rain Rain Go Away, the writer found specific word below.
Little Jimmy wants to play
Little Suzy wants to play

(Line 25)
(Line 26)

From Tik Tik Bunyi Hujan, the writer found transparan word below.
Tik tik tik bunyi hujan di atas genting

(Line 1)

In those stanzas, the writer found the specific word in the sentence “Little Jimmy wants to
play” and “Little Suzy wants to play” because the generic word of those example are “Little
Boy” and “Little Sister”. The writer also found transparan word “Tik tik tik” because it described
the sound of rain on the roof.
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Compare both two kids

Transparan word

Generic and specific word

song of two country
American

Indonesian

AS

IND

AS

IND

Rain Rain

Tik Tik

zrassh

Tik tik tik

G: Little

G: adik laki-

Go Away

Bunyi

boy

laki

Hujan

S: Little

S: dik Jimmy

Jimm

i. Jingle Bells and Naik Delman
Jingle Bells and Naik Delman are same purpose. The main purpose of both song is the
celebrate of the day. Jingle Bells celebrated the Christmas Day and Naik Delman celebrated the
Holiday Day for the children in the school because of lyric “pada hari minggu” which means “in
the Sunday”. But they are different idea and opinion. Jingle Bells told about “the bell” and Naik
Delman told about “the one horse sleigh”. The content of Jingle Bells told about the one horse
sleigh with the grandpa walk around in the cold winter in the night and the content of Naik
Delman told about the child and his father was going to holiday by one horse sleigh. From Jingle
Bells, the writer found sentiment word below.
Jingle Bells, Jingle Bells
What fun it is to ride
The horse was lean and leak
Misfortuned seem his lot

(Line 9)
(Line 11)
(Line 20)
(Line 21)
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From Naik Delman, the writer found generic word and transparan word below.
Pada hari minggu kuturut ayah ke kota
naik delman istimewa kududuk di muka
tuk tik tak tik tuk tik tak suara sepatu kuda

(Line 1)
(Line 2)
(Line 6)

In those stanzas, the writer found sentiment word in the sentence “Jingle Bells, Jingle
Bells what fun it is to ride” and “The horse was lean and leak misfortuned seem his lot” because
that the subject “Jingle Bells” used the right pronoun “it” and that subject “horse” used the
pronoun “his”. It should use the right pronoun “it” because the horse is a animal. The writer also
found generic words such as “ayah” and “delman” because ayah is the leader of family called
father and delman is the name of the one horse sleigh in Indonesia. The last, the writer also
found transparan word “tuk tik tak tik tuk tik tak” because it describes the sound of the shoes of
horse.

Compare both two kids
song of two country

Transparan
word

Generic and
specific word

Sentiment word

American

Indonesian

AS

IND

AS

IND

AS

IND

Jingle Bells

Naik

tack

Tuk

G:

G:

Bell=

Bel =

Delman

tack

tik

ayah /

father

noun

benda

tack

tak

bapak

/

Pronoun

Kata

daddy

of bell=

ganti

it

bel =

Horse =

benda

animal

itu

Pronoun

Kuda=

of horse

hewan

= his

Kata
ganti
kuda =
dia

j. An Owl Sat Alone and Burung Hantu
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An Owl Sat Alone and Burung Hantu are same idea and purpose. The main idea of both
song is “the owl.” The main purpose of both song is introducing the exist and the sound of the
owl such as “kuku kuku” in version of Indonesian and “whoo-whoo” in version of American.
But they are different opinion. the content of An Owl Sat Alone told about the owl was sat alone
and she sound “whoo-whoo” to the birds which brench beside her to let them go out and the
content of Burung Hantu told about the dark of night will come and the writer hear the sound of
the owl. From An Owl Sat Alone, the writer found sentiment word, specific word, and transparan
word below.

An owl sat alone
On the branch of a tree
And she was as quiet
“Whoo-whoo-whoo”

(Line 1)
(line 2)
(Line 3)
(Line 14)

From Burung Hantu, the writer found transparan word below.
Kukuk kukuk kukukukukuk

(Line 3)

In those stanzas, the wwriter found sentiment word in the sentence “An owl sat alone and
she was as quiet” because the subject “owl” used the pronoun “she”. It should use the right
pronoun “it”. The last, the writer found the transparan words “Whoo-whoo-whoo” in American
version and “Kukuk kukuk kukukukukuk” in Indonesian version because both of those
describes the sound of owl.
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Compare both two kids
song of two country

Transparan
word

Sentiment word

American

Indonesian

AS

IND

AS

An Owl Sat

Burung

Who

Kukuk

Owl =

Burung

Alone

Hantu

whoo

kukuk

animal

hantu= hewan

whoo

IND

Pronoun
of owl =

Kata ganti

she

burung hantu
= hewan itu

k. The Frog Song and Si Kodok
The Frog Song and Si Kodok are same idea and purpose. The main idea of both song is
“the frog”. The main purpose of both song is expalining the sound of the frog such as “ribbit
ribbit” in version of American and “rekotok rekotok” in version of Indonesian. But they are
different opinion. the content of The Frog Song is the family frog did party in the lake and the
content of Si Kodok is the behave of the frog, the ant, and the goat. From The Frog Song, the
writer found specific word below.
Mister Toad is good at drumming,
There‟s a lovely little tadpole

(Line 9)
(Line 11)

From Si Kodok, the writer found emotive tone below.
kambing bilang dok kodok jangan panggil hujan
kodok dan kambing sahabat lama
mbek embek mandi dulu

(Line 22)
(Line 23)
(Line 24)

In those stanzas, the writer found specific word “Mister Toad”, and “little tadpole”
because those example called the frog family; mister toad as father had wife and little tadpole as
little sister. The writer also found the emotive tone in the sentence “kambing bilang dok kodok
jangan panggil hujan” because that statement is as emotion from the goat to the frog and the
sentence “mbek embek mandi dulu” is a prove that the frog want to do that.
Compare both two kids
song of two country

Generic and specific
word

Emotive tone

66

American

Indonesian

The Frog

Si Kodok

Song

AS

IND

AS

S: Mister

S: Pak

-

Toad

Toad

G: little

G:

tadpole

kecebong
kecil

IND
jangan
panggil
hujan

That
means
emotion
through
situation
of the
goat

l. Yankee Doodle and Si Gembala Sapi
Yankee Doodle and Si Gembala Sapi are same purpose. The main purpose of both song is
the explaining of the Yankee go to the town with his Pony and Si Gembala Sapi which mean
“The Cowherd” go to field with his cow. But they are different idea and opinion. Yankee Doodle
told about the people called “Yankee” and Si Gembala Sapi told about “the cowherd”. The
content of Yankee Doodle told about Yankee Doodle with his character go to town and the
content of Si Gembala Sapi told about the job of the shepherd everyday. From Yankee Doodle,
the writer found specific word below.
Riding on a Pony

(Line 3)
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. From Si Gembala Sapi, the writer found emotive tone below.
Jika hari sudah petang
Sapi pulang ke kandang

(Line 5)
(Line 6)

In those stanzas, the writer found specific word “Pony” because it is a that type of the
horse. The last, the writer found the emotive tone “Jika hari sudah petang sapi pulang ke
kandang” because that statement is as the emotion when the evening will come the cows will go
to home.
Compare both two kids
song of two country

Generic and
specific word

Emotive tone

American

Indonesian

AS

IND

AS

IND

Yankee

Si Gembala

G:

G:

-

Doodle

Sapi

horse

kuda

S:

S:

Pony

kuda

pulang ke

poni

kandang

Jika hari
sudah
petang sapi

that means
emotion
through
situation of
the cow
m. Peekaboo and Cilukba
Peekaboo and Cilukba are same idea. The main idea of both song is the symbol of the
parent when they do the game for their baby by close their face with their hand and open hand
and say “Peekaboo” in version of American and “Cilukba” in version of Indonesian. But they are
different opinion and purpose. The content of Peekaboo told about the game of parent to their
baby with said Peekaboo and the content of Cilukba told about the game of the children with
enter the word cilukba in this song. The purpose of Peekaboo told about making the baby happy
with the game of peekaboo and the purpose of cilukba told about introducing the game
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traditional such as “hompimpa alaium gambreng” in the children game. From Peekaboo, the
writer found specific word below.
Peekaboo! Peekaboo! Peekaboo!
I see you!

(Line 1)
(Line 2)

From Cilukba, the writer found specific word and emotive tone below.
Disko syalalala (Ci luk ba)
Siapa nakal disangka maling

(Line 4)
(Line 20)

In those stanzas, the writer found the specific word “Peekaboo” in American version and
“Ci luk ba” in Indonesian version. The writer also found the emotive tone “Siapa nakal
disangka maling” because that statement is a emotion from the song writer that whoever do
naughty, they are rubber.
Compare both two kids
song of two country

Generic and
specific word

Emotive tone

American

Indonesian

AS

IND

AS

IND

Peekaboo

Cilukba

S:

S:

-

Siapa nakal

Peeka

Ci luk

disangka maling

boo

ba

That means give
emotion through
situation of moral

3.

Contextual meaning of each figurative language
This section discusses the analysis of types of figurative language and the contextual

meaning of each figurative language. There are 6 types which consist of figurative language in
the selected song. These figurative language were analyzed and classified based on Spivey L
Becky‟s theory about the types of figurative language. The writer would discusses 6 types of
figurative language found in the selected quotes of song as described below. There are: Simile,
Hyperbole, Personification, Metaphor, Onomatopoeia, and Symbolism.
a. Simile
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Simile aim to describe something by comparing two things, it can be human
characteristic, action, object, etc. the data below As the data below taken from selected
children‟s song:
Twinkle, twinkle, little star
How I wonder what you are
Up above the world so high
Like a diamond in the sky
Twinkle, twinkle little star
How I wonder what you are
That utterance can be categorized as simile because it explains comparison by using
“like” between “Little star” and “diamond in the sky”. The context “diamond in the sky” in
the lyric “Like a diamond in the sky” exists in first stanza in line four. “Diamond” in lexical
meaning means the precious stone which is famous because of its beautiful sparkle. The
contextual meaning of “diamond in the sky” is the context of situation. It means that the
speaker to wonder that how great God created thousands of stars to decorate the night which
is so high in the sky and they shine all night.
b. Hyperbola
The hyperbolic expression can be found by the exaggeration in some parts of the
children‟s song which is done by the writer in order to create a stronger or deeper meaning
of the children‟s song. From the data above that are selected, hyperbola expression are
found. The lyrics of children‟s song which contain hyperbole will be shown below:
Rain, rain, go to Spain
Never show your face again
Little Suzy wants to play
Rain, rain, go away
That utterance can be categorized as hyperbole because it explain th e expression of
the phrase “Never show your face again” that should have been replaced by the phrase
"don't come again”. The context of “Never show your face again” exists in third stanza in
line ten. In the lexical meaning, “face” means the front part of the head. But in this song it
has different meaning that has contextual meaning. The contextual meaning of “face” is the
context of purpose. It means there is someone who wants to say to the rain “don‟t bother us
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anymore to do our usual activities during of the day”. But in the fact, rain just comes because
of the will of God and humans can not do anything except give thanks for the rain and be
patient if it inhibits a person's activities.
c. Personification
In the selected children‟s song, the writer used inanimate object which is personified,
by attributing human traits and qualities to it. As the data below taken from selected children
song .
The ants go marching one by one, hurrah, hurrah
The ants go marching one by one, hurrah, hurrah
The ants go marching one by one,
The little one stops to suck his thumb
And they all go marching down to the ground
To get out of the rain, BOOM! BOOM! BOOM!
The words above are considered as personification because it considers “go marching
one by one” as an animal thing which can do human activity. The lyric personifies the
object by giving it human activity which makes “marching “ seem doing something. In the
lexical meaning, “marching” means walking with regular steps. The contextual meaning of
“marching” is object context. It means the ants try and always optimistic in every step, but
not arrogant and always respect and respect for others. The ant is social animal.
d. Metaphor
Using this type, the writer attempts to compare something to another with implicit
meaning. It expresses a thousand meaning that could encourage the reader to draw a
comparison between two seemingly unrelated things to find similarities between them. Data
below shown as a Metaphor, they are:
Rain, rain, go to Spain
Never show your face again
Little Suzy wants to play
Rain, rain, go away
Metaphor in which two different things are displayed to create a new image by
comparing each other without using connective words such as like or as etc. In this sentence,
“your face” its mean the rain which means don‟t bother us anymore to do our usual
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activities during of the day. In the lexical meaning, “face” is the front of head which
consists of the eyes, nose and mouth, the contextual meaning of “your face” is context of
situation. Because the speaker don‟t want the rain have appeared in this his important day.
e. Onomatopoeia
In the children song, the writer uses onomatopoeia to describe something by effect of
things, it can be the sound of human said, animal, object, etc. the data below As the data
below taken from selected children‟s song:
There was a farmer who had a dog,
And Bingo was his name-o.
(clap)-I-N-G-O
(clap)-I-N-G-O
(clap)-I-N-G-O
And Bingo was his name-o
Onomatopoeia is the words that express sounds. In the sentence, “(clap)” is the sound
of clap the hands. In the lexical meaning, “clap” is the hand meets the other hand and makes
a sound. This happens if someone is amazed at something that amazes him. The contextual
meaning of “clap” is context of situation. Because this song uses by the teacher for the
student about the vocabulary addition and increase student concentration. It means the
teacher write what students have to do with the song, which is:
(clap) - I - N - G - O
(clap) - (clap) - N - G - O
(clap) - (clap) - (clap) - G - O
(clap) - (clap) - (clap) - (clap) - O
(clap) - (clap) - (clap) - (clap) - (clap)
And the teacher ask students what the word "clap" means. Explain that they only need
to clap once for each word replaced and they don't need to speak when they clap. And then
teacher will practice with students while pointing to the board to guide the rhythm of the
song. In this activity students will be more interested because they practice concentration
while moving their limbs by clapping.
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f. Symbolism
Symbolism is the imagery of one thing with another by using objects, symbols,
animals, or figures. As the data below is taken from selected children‟s song:
Yankee Doodle keep it up
Yankee Doodle Dandy
Mind the music and the step
And with the Girls be handy
Yankee Doodle is a song that told about American colonists who came to the city by
their horses to go around the city. In the lexical meaning, “Yankee Doodle went to town”
included symbolism because this song was first sung by British military officials to insult
the Americans they called "Yankees". At that time, the meaning of the word doodle was a
humble or stupid person. In the sentence, “Riding on a Pony” included symbolism because
“Pony” is the symbol of the horse herd which have characteristic. Pony is horse that small
size but strong skill. In the sentence, “And called him Macaroni” included symbolism
because “macaroni” is is a type of dry pasta in the shape of narrow tubes. The contextual
meaning of “Yankee Doodle” is object context. It means that derived from the Dutch
language "Janke" which means "Little John," "Yankee" is really meant as an understatement
and a European way of describing all American colonists, more or less the same as referring
to someone as "villager", "redneck, "Or" dumb hick "today. The contextual meaning of
“Pony” and “macaroni” is object context. When certain lyrics "stuck a feather in his cap
and call him macaroni" are added to the Yankee Doodle song, the songwriter basically said
that the colonies are low-class morons, fools they think by sticking simple feathers with their
hats, they are very delicate and fashionable.

BAB V
CONCLUSION AND SUGGESTION

A.

Conclusion
In this chapter the writer would like to give the conclusion about this research from

Figurative language used in American and Indonesian Kids Song. The writer had done the
analysis of this thesis and especially on the fourth chapter.
1. From the data analysis the writer made conclusion the types of figurative language that is
found in selected kids song of American and Indonesian Kids Song based on the theory by
Spivey. They are: simile, hyperbole, personification, metaphor, onomatopoeia, and
symbolism. The mostly appeared in these part is personification.
2. The comparative between American Kids Song and Indonesian Kids Song base on theory by
Stephen Ullmann. These comparative types are Transparent and non-transparent words,
Special words and generic words, Emotive tone, and Sentiment.
3. The types of contextual meaning in this research the writer analyzed based on the theory by
Mansoer Pateda. After finding all of figurative language types, the writer found the types
contextual meaning. These types are context of situation, context of purpose, and object
context.

B.

Suggestions
Based on the result of this research, the writer gives some suggestion for the reader, this

research discusses about types of figurative language. Which is interesting to discussing.
1. There are a lot of topic that can be discuss about figurative language in the different point of
view. By means of figurative language the reader will be more interesting to read the literary
work. Hopefully this research paper can be one of the reference to the next researcher in
faculty of adab and humanities.
2. The writer got thirteen kids song from American Kids Song and thirteen kids song from
Indonesian Kids Song from to analyze the types of figurative language in these kids song in
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the conclusion above. The writer wanted to share how to classify each song, analyze and
then put in order to be classified to each types of figurative language.
3. The writer recommended by reason of popular kids song. So, it can be a good object to
research in another view like syntax, pragmatics, etc.
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APPENDIX I
American Kids Song
Hush little baby
Hush, little baby, don't say a word.
Papa's going to buy you a mocking bird.
And if that mocking bird don't sing,
Papa's going to buy you a diamond ring.
And if that diamond ring is brass,
Papa's going to buy you a looking glass.
And if that looking glass gets broke,
Papa's going to buy you a billy goat.
And if that billy goat don't pull,
Papa's going to you a cart and bull.
And if that cart and bull turn over,
Papa's going to buy a dog called Rover. (Symbolism)
And if that dog called Rover don't bark,
Papa's going to buy you a horse and cart.
And if that horse and cart turn round,
You'll still be the sweetest little babe in town.

Twinkle Little Star
Twinkle, twinkle, little star
How I wonder what you are
Up above the world so high
Like a diamond in the sky (simile)
Twinkle, twinkle little star
How I wonder what you are
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When the blazing sun is gone (personification)
When he nothing shines upon
Then you show your little light (metaphor)
Twinkle, twinkle, all the night
Twinkle, twinkle, little star
How I wonder what you are

Finger Family
Daddy finger, daddy finger, where are you?
Here I am, here I am, how do you do?
Daddy finger, daddy finger, what do you do? (personification)
Play guitar, play guitar, that‟s what I do

Mommy finger, mommy finger, where are you?
Here I am, here I am, how do you do?
Mommy finger, mommy finger, what do you do?
Exercise, exercise, that‟s what I do

Brother finger, brother finger, where are you?
Here I am, here I am, how do you do?
Brother finger, brother finger, what do you do?
Building things, building things, that‟s what I do

Sister finger, sister finger, where are you?
Here I am, here I am, how do you do?
Sister finger, sister finger, what do you do?
Draw and paint, draw and paint, that‟s what I do

Baby finger, baby finger, where are you?
Here I am, here I am, how do you do?
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Baby finger, baby finger, what do you do?
Play with friends, play with friends, that‟s what I do

I caught a fish alive
One, two, three, four, five
Once I caught a fish alive,
Six, seven, eight, nine, ten,
Then I let it go again.
Why did you let it go?
Because it bit my finger so. (personification)
Which finger did it bite?
This little finger on my right.
(Count from 1 to 10)
One, two, three, four, five,
Once I caught a fish alive,
Six, seven, eight, nine, ten,
Then I let it go again.
Why did you let it go?
Because it bit my finger so.
Which finger did it bite?
This little finger on my right.
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Old MacDonald had a farm
(onomatopoeia)
Old MacDonald had a farm, E-I-E-I-O
And on his farm he had a cow, E-I-E-I-O
With a moo-moo here and a moo-moo there
Here a moo There a moo
Everywhere moo-moo
Old MacDonald had a farm, E-I-E-I-O

Old MacDonald had a farm, E-I-E-I-O
And on his farm he had a pig, E-I-E-I-O
With an oink-oink here and an oink-oink there
Here an oink There an oink
Everywhere oink-oink
Old MacDonald had a farm, E-I-E-I-O

Old MacDonald had a farm, E-I-E-I-O
And on his farm he had a duck, E-I-E-I-O
With a quack-quack here and a quack-quack there
Here a quack There a quack
Everywhere quack-quack
Old MacDonald had a farm, E-I-E-I-O

Old MacDonald had a farm, E-I-E-I-O
And on his farm he had a horse, E-I-E-I-O
With a neigh-neigh here and a neigh-neigh there
Here a neigh There a neigh
Everywhere neigh-neigh
Old MacDonald had a farm, E-I-E-I-O
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Ants go marching
(personification)
The ants go marching one by one, hurrah, hurrah
The ants go marching one by one, hurrah, hurrah
The ants go marching one by one,
The little one stops to suck his thumb
And they all go marching down to the ground
To get out of the rain, BOOM! BOOM! BOOM!
The ants go marching two by two, hurrah, hurrah
The ants go marching two by two, hurrah, hurrah
The ants go marching two by two,
The little one stops to tie his shoe
And they all go marching down to the ground
To get out of the rain, BOOM! BOOM! BOOM!
The ants go marching three by three, hurrah, hurrah
The ants go marching three by three, hurrah, hurrah
The ants go marching three by three,
The little one stops to climb a tree
And they all go marching down to the ground
To get out of the rain, BOOM! BOOM! BOOM!
The ants go marching four by four, hurrah, hurrah
The ants go marching four by four, hurrah, hurrah
The ants go marching four by four,
The little one stops to shut the door
And they all go marching down to the ground
To get out of the rain, BOOM! BOOM! BOOM!
The ants go marching five by five, hurrah, hurrah
The ants go marching five by five, hurrah, hurrah
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The ants go marching five by five,
The little one stops to take a dive
And they all go marching down to the ground
To get out of the rain, BOOM! BOOM! BOOM!
The ants go marching six by six, hurrah, hurrah
The ants go marching six by six, hurrah, hurrah
The ants go marching six by six,
The little one stops to pick up sticks
And they all go marching down to the ground
To get out of the rain, BOOM! BOOM! BOOM!
The ants go marching seven by seven, hurrah, hurrah
The ants go marching seven by seven, hurrah, hurrah
The ants go marching seven by seven,
The little one stops to pray to heaven
And they all go marching down to the ground
To get out of the rain, BOOM! BOOM! BOOM!
The ants go marching eight by eight, hurrah, hurrah
The ants go marching eight by eight, hurrah, hurrah
The ants go marching eight by eight,
The little one stops to roller skate
And they all go marching down to the ground
To get out of the rain, BOOM! BOOM! BOOM!
The ants go marching nine by nine, hurrah, hurrah
The ants go marching nine by nine, hurrah, hurrah
The ants go marching nine by nine,
The little one stops to check the time
And they all go marching down to the ground
To get out of the rain, BOOM! BOOM! BOOM!
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The ants go marching ten by ten, hurrah, hurrah
The ants go marching ten by ten, hurrah, hurrah
The ants go marching ten by ten,
The little one stops to shout "The End",
And they all go marching down to the ground
To get out of the rain.
BINGO
There was a farmer who had a dog,
And Bingo was his name-o.
B-I-N-G-O
B-I-N-G-O
B-I-N-G-O
And Bingo was his name-o.
There was a farmer who had a dog,
And Bingo was his name-o.
(clap)-I-N-G-O (onomatopoeia)
(clap)-I-N-G-O
(clap)-I-N-G-O
And Bingo was his name-o.
There was a farmer who had a dog,
And Bingo was his name-o.
(clap)-(clap)-N-G-O
(clap)-(clap)-N-G-O
(clap)-(clap)-N-G-O
And Bingo was his name-o.
There was a farmer who had a dog,
And Bingo was his name-o.
(clap)-(clap)-(clap)-G-O
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(clap)-(clap)-(clap)-G-O
(clap)-(clap)-(clap)-G-O
And Bingo was his name-o.
There was a farmer who had a dog,
And Bingo was his name-o.
(clap)-(clap)-(clap)-(clap)-O
(clap)-(clap)-(clap)-(clap)-O
(clap)-(clap)-(clap)-(clap)-O
And Bingo was his name-o.
There was a farmer who had a dog,
And Bingo was his name-o.
(clap)-(clap)-(clap)-(clap)-(clap)
(clap)-(clap)-(clap)-(clap)-(clap)
(clap)-(clap)-(clap)-(clap)-(clap)
And Bingo was his name-o.
Rain rain go away
Rain, rain, go away (personification)
Come again another day
Little Johnny wants to play
Rain, rain, go away
Rain, rain, go away
Come again another day
Little Johnny wants to play
Rain, rain, go away
Rain, rain, go to Spain(personification)
Never show your face again(hyperbole)
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Little Suzy wants to play
Rain, rain, go away
Rain, rain, go to Spain
Never show your face again
Little Suzy wants to play
Rain, rain, go away
Rain, rain, come pouring down (personification)
Please not a drop on our town
Little Jimmy wants to play
Rain, rain, go away
Rain, rain, come pouring down
Rain, rain, not to day
Please not a drop on our town
Let the Sun shine away
Little Jimmy wants to play
Little Suzy wants to play
Rain, rain, go away
Rain, rain, go away
Rain, rain, go away
Come again another day
Everybody wants to play
Rain, rain, go away
Jinggle bells
Dashing through the snow
In a one-horse open sleigh
O'er the fields we go
Laughing all the way (Hyperbole)
Bells on bobtails ring
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Making spirits bright
What fun it is to ride and sing
A sleighing song tonight

Jingle bells, jingle bells
Jingle all the way
Oh what fun it is to ride
In a one-horse open sleigh, hey
Jingle bells, jingle bells
Jingle all the way
Oh what fun it is to ride
In a one-horse open sleigh
A day or two ago
I thought I‟d take a ride
And soon Miss Fanny bright
Was seated by my side
The horse was lean and leak
Misfortuned seem his lot (hyperbole)
We got into a drifted bank
And then we got upset

An owl sat alone
An owl sat alone(personification)
On the branch of a tree
And she was as quiet
as quiet could be
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Twas night and her eyes
were wide open like this
She looked all around
not a thing did she miss

Some little bird perched
on the branch of the tree
And they were as quiet
as quiet could be
the solemn old owl said0
“Whoo-whoo-whoo” (onomatopoeia)
And up jumped the birds (personification)
And away they all flew
The frog song
What an entertaining party
In the tall grass by the lake,
All the frogs have come together,
Drinking juice and eating cake. (personification)

La, la, tee-dee dee-dee dum,
Ribbit, ribbit, tee-dee dee-dee dum,(onomatopoeia)
La, la, tee-dee dee-dee dum,
Ribbit, ribbit, tee-dee dee-dee dum

Mister Toad is good at drumming, (personification)
And his wife plays the trombone, (personification)
There‟s a lovely little tadpole
Who prefers to dance alone. (personification)
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La, la, tee-dee dee-dee dum,
Ribbit, ribbit, tee-dee dee-dee dum,
La, la, tee-dee dee-dee dum,
Ribbit, ribbit, tee-dee dee-dee dum

From the darkness of the rushbed
Comes a limping big old hound.
All the froggies at the party
Scatter, hopping all around.

La, la, tee-dee dee-dee dum,
Ribbit, ribbit, tee-dee dee-dee dum,
La, la, tee-dee dee-dee dum,
Ribbit, ribbit, tee-dee dee-dee dum.
Yankee Doodle
Yankee Doodle went to town (Symbolism)
Riding on a Pony (Symbolism)
Stuck a feather in his cap
And called him Macaroni (Symbolism)

Yankee Doodle keep it up
Yankee Doodle Dandy
Mind the music and the step
And with the Girls be handy

Father and I went down to camp
Along with Captain Gooding
And there we saw the men and boys
Thick as Hasty Pudding (Simile)
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Yankee Doodle keep it up
Yankee Doodle Dandy
Mind the music and the step
And with the Girls be handy

There was Captain Washington
Upon a slapping stallion
Giving orders to his men
I guess there were a thousand

Yankee Doodle keep it up
Yankee Doodle Dandy
Mind the music and the step
And with the Girls be handy
Peekaboo
Peekaboo! Peekaboo! Peekaboo! (Symbolism)
Peekaboo! Peekaboo! Peekaboo!
I see you!
Where is Sister? Where is Sister?
Where is Sister?
Peekaboo!
Where is Sister? Where is Sister?
I see you!
Where is Brother? Where is Brother?
Where is Brother?
Peekaboo!
Where is Brother? Where is Brother?
I see you!
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APPENDIX II
Indonesian Kids Song
Nina bobo
Nina bobo oh nina bobo
Kalau tidak bobo digigit nyamuk (Hyperbole)
Nina bobo oh nina bobo
Kalau tidak bobo digigit nyamuk

Tidurlah sayang, adikku manis…
Bobo lah bobo adikku sayang…
Kalau tidak bobo digigit nyamuk
Nina bobo oh nina bobo
Kalau tidak bobo digigit nyamuk
Bintang Kejora
Ku pandang langit
Penuh bintang bertaburan
Berkelap-kelip
Seumpama intan berlian (Metaphor)

Tampak sebuah
Lebih terang cahayanya
Itulah bintangku
Bintang kejora yang indah selalu (Symbolism)
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Ibu Jari
Ibu jari jari tlunjuk
Jari tengah yang panjang
Jari manis pakai cincin (personification)
Jari klingking terkecil

Ibu jari jari tlunjuk
Jari tengah yang panjang
Jari manis pakai cincin
Jari klingking terkecil
1234
Satu Dua Tiga Empat Lima Enam Tujuh Delapan (Symbolism)
Siapa rajin kesekolah cari ilmu sampai dapat
Sungguh senang amat senang
Bangun pagi pagi sungguh senang

Satu Dua Tiga Empat Lima Enam Tujuh Delapan
Siapa rajin kesekolah cari ilmu sampai dapat
Sungguh senang amat senang
Bangun pagi pagi sungguh senang
Main ke Hutan
Yok kawan main ke hutan
Hati senang karena banyak binatang
Tepuk tanganmu ayo bergembira
Kita bermain di dalam hutan

Yok kawan main ke hutan
Hati senang karena banyak binatang
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Tepuk tanganmu ayo bergembira
Kita bermain di dalam hutan

Lihatlah... si raja hutan (Metaphor)
Lihat si gajah sedang berenang (personification)
Dengarlah... suara gendang
Gajah dan singa lalu bergoyang (personification)

Yok dengar bum-bum beng-beng (Onomatopoeia)
Lihat binatang ikut bergoyang (personification)
Yok dengar bum-bum beng-beng
Penghuni hutan ikut bergoyang (personification)
Yok kawan main ke hutan
Hati senang karena banyak binatang
Tepuk tanganmu ayo bergembira
Kita bermain di dalam hutan

Yok kawan main ke hutan
Hati senang karena banyak binatang
Tepuk tanganmu ayo bergembira
Kita bermain di dalam hutan

Si monyet... tertawa senang (personification)
Lihat buaya sedang bersuka (personification)
Si jerapah bernyanyi riang (personification)
Si kakatua ikut berdendang (personification)

Yok dengar bum-bum beng-beng
Lihat binatang ikut bergoyang
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Yok dengar bum-bum beng-beng
Penghuni hutan ikut bergoyang
Yok ayo... bergoyang
Yok ayo... bergoyang
Goyang-goyang
Goyang-goyang
Goyang!!
Bergoyang!!

Yok kawan main ke hutan
Hati senang karena banyak binatang
Tepuk tanganmu ayo bergembira
Kita bermain di dalam hutan

Yok kawan main ke hutan
Hati senang karena banyak binatang
Tepuk tanganmu ayo bergembira
Kita bermain di dalam hutan
Injit injit semut
jalan-jalan ke Tanah Deli (Symbolism)
Sungguh indah tempat tamasya
Kawan jangan bersedih
Mari nyanyi bersama-sama

Kalau pergi ke Surabaya
Naik prahu dayung sendiri
Kalau hatimu sedih
Ya rugi diri sendiri
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Injit-injit semut
Siapa sakit naik diatas
Injit-injit semut
Walau sakit jangan dilepas 2×

Naik prahu ke Pulau Seribu(Symbolism)
Sungguh indah si pulau karang
Sungguh malang nasibku
Punya teman diambil orang

Ramai sungguh Bandar Jakarta
Tempat orang mengikat janji
Walau teman tak punya hati
Senang dapat bernyanyi

Injit-injit semut
Siapa sakit naik diatas
Injit- injit semut
walau sakit jangan dilepas 2×
Helly
Aku punya anjing kecil
Kuberi nama Helly
Ia senang bermain-main
Sambil berlari-lari(personification)
Helly! Guk! Guk! Guk!(Onomatopoeia)
Kemari! Guk! Guk! Guk!
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Ayo lari-lari…
Helly! Guk! Guk! Guk!
Kemari! Guk! Guk! Guk!
Ayo lari-lari
Tik tik bunyi hujan
Tik tik tik bunyi hujan di atas genting(Onomatopoeia)
Airnya turun tidak terkira
Cobalah tengok dahan dan ranting
Pohon dan kebun basah semua
Tik tik tik bunyi hujan bagai bernyanyi(Simile)
Saya dengarkan tidaklah jemu
Kebun dan jalan semua sunyi
Tidak seorang berani lalu

Tik tik tik hujan turun dalam selokan
Tempatnya itik berenang-renang
Bersenda gurau meyelam-nyelam (personification)
Karena hujan berenang-renang
Naik Delman
Pada Hari Minggu kuturut ayah ke kota
naik delman istimewa kududuk di muka
Kududuk di samping pak kusir yang sedang bekerja
mengendalikan kuda supaya baik jalanya, Hei!
tuk tik tak tik tuk tik tak tik tuk tik tak tik tuk(Onomatopoeia)
tuk tik tak tik tuk tik tak suara sepatu kuda
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Burung hantu
Matahari terbenam hari mulai malam
Terdengar burung hantu suaranya merdu
Kukuk kukuk kukukukukukukukukuk
Kukuk kukuk kukukukukukukukukuk (Onomatopoeia)

Matahari terbenam hari mulai malam
Terdengar burung hantu suaranya merdu
Kukuk kukuk kukukukukukukukukuk
Kukuk kukuk kukukukukukukukukuk

Matahari terbenam hari mulai malam
Terdengar burung hantu suaranya merdu
Kukuk kukuk kukukukukukukukukuk
Kukuk kukuk kukukukukukukukukuk

Matahari terbenam hari mulai malam
Terdengar burung hantu suaranya merdu
Kukuk kukuk kukukukukukukukukuk
Kukuk kukuk kukukukukukukukukuk
Kukuk kukuk kukukukukukukukukuk
Kukuk kukuk kukukukukukukukukuk
Si kodok
Ada kodok rekotok rekotok(Onomatopoeia)
di pinggir kali rekotok rekotok
mencari makan rekotok rekotok
setiap hari rekotok rekotok
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Semut kecil ngek ngoek ngek ngoek(Onomatopoeia)
berbaris rapi ngek ngoek ngek ngoek
mencari makan ngek ngoek ngek ngoek
sepotong roti ngek ngoek ngek ngoek

Kodok dan semut sahabat lama(personification)
semut bilang dok kodok bagi telurmu
kodok dan semut sahabat lama
kodok bilang mut semut oek oek

Ada kodok rekotok rekotok
di pinggir kali rekotok rekotok
mencari makan rekotok rekotok
setiap hari rekotok rekotok

Ada kambing mbek embek mbek embek(Onomatopoeia)
tak pernah mandi mbek embek mbek embek(personification)
takut air mbek embek mbek embek
badannya bau mbek embek mbek embek

Kodok dan kambing sahabat lama
kambing bilang dok kodok jangan panggil hujan(personification)
kodok dan kambing sahabat lama
mbek embek mandi dulu

Dari semut hey sampai gajah hey
bersahabat itu tiada salahnya
dari semut hey sampai gajah hey
banyak teman pasti banyak saudara
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Si gembala sapi
Saya ini si gembala sapi
Yoh li dei ... yoh lioh ...lioh li dei
Inilah kerjanya si gembala sapi
Apa yang ku pikirkan lagi

Jika hari sudah petang
Sapi pulang ke kandang (personification)
Saya turut dari belakang

Jika sudah tutup pintu kandang
Si gembala menyenangkan badan
Ey .. inilah kerjanya si gembala sapi
Apa yang ku pikirkan lagi

Hey yo piye..a..yo piye...ye...ha..ha
A..yo piye piye ya ya ya piye
Inilah kerjanya si gembala sapi
Apa yang ku pikirkan lagi

Yo bo leh hi..yo..lei..yo
Le bo leh...hi hi..yo bo leh hi..yo
Yo bo leh hi..yo ..yo bo leh hi..

Yo bo leh hi ho hi ho
Yo bo leh bo leh bo leh hi hi ho
Yo bo leh hi..yo ..yo bo leh hi..
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Ciluk ba
Ambil bukunya ambil pensilnya
Kita belajar bersama
Habis belajar kita bermain
Disko syalalala (Ci luk ba)(Symbolism)
Ambil mike-nya putar kasetnya
Kita bernyanyi gembira
Pura-puranya jadi penyanyi
Pasang aksi pasang gaya
Bang bang tut gundal gandil
Siapa ikut jangan usil
Bang bang tut gumbrang gambreng
Siapa ikut jangan cengeng
Hula hula hula syalala
Ayo teman kita gembira
Hula hula hula syalala
Ayo teman nyanyi bersama
Hompimpa alaihomgambreng (Symbolism)
Anak manis jangan cengeng
Hompimpa alaihomgambreng
Siapa nakal disangka maling
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APPENDIX II
Summary of Figurative Language in American Kids Songs
Title of
N

Selected Lyric

Song

O

Types of Figurative Language
Simi

Hyp

Pers

Met

Ono

Sym

le

erbo

onifi

aph

moto

bol

le

cati

ore

peia

on
1.

You‟ll still be the



HLB

sweetest little
babe in town
2.

Like a diamond in

TLS



the sky
3.

When the blazing

TLS



sun is gone
4.

Then you show



TLS

your little light
5.

Daddy finger,

FF



ICFA



daddy finger,
what do you do?
6.

Because it bit my
finger so

7.

OMHF



With an oink-oink OMHF



With a moo-moo
here and a moomoo there

8.

here and an oinkoink there
9.

With a quackquack here and a

OMHF
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quack-quack there
10.

With a neigh-



OMHF

neigh here and a
neigh-neigh there
11.

The ants go

AGM



AGM



AGM



AGM



AGM



AGM



AGM



AGM



AGM



marching one by
one, hurrah,
hurrah
12.

The little one
stops to suck his
thumb

13.

The little one
stops to climb a
tree

14.

The little one
stops to shut the
door

15.

The little one
stops to take a
dive

16.

The little one
stops to pick up
sticks

17.

The little one
stops to pray to
heaven

18.

The little one
stops to roller
skate

19.

The little one
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stops to check the
time
20.

The little one



AGM

stops to check the
time
21.

(clap)-I-N-G-O

B



22.

Rain, rain, go

RRGA



away
23.

Rain, rain, go to

RRGA



Spain
24.

Never show your



RRGA

face again
25.

Rain, rain, come

RRGA



pouring down
26.

Misfortuned seem

JB



his lot


27.

An owl sat alone

AOSA

28.

“Whoo-whoo-

AOSA



AOSA



whoo”
29.

And up jumped
the birds

30.

Drinking juice



TFS

and eating cake
31.

Ribbit, ribbit

TFS



32.

Mister Toad is

TFS



TFS



good at
drumming
33.

And his wife
plays the
trombone
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34.

Who prefers to

TFS



YD




dance alone
35.

Yankee Doodle
went to town

36.

Riding on a Pony

YD

37.

And called him

YD



Macaroni
38.

Thick as Hasty



YD

Pudding
39.

Peekaboo!

P

Peekaboo!
Peekaboo
TOTAL

2

3

22

1

7

4

APPENDIX III
Summary of Figurative Language in Indonesian Kids Songs
Title
N

Selected Lyric

O

of
Song

Types of Figurative Language
Simi

Hyp

Pers

Meta

Ono

Sym

le

erbo

onifi

phore moto

bol

le

cati

peia

on
1.

Nina bobo oh



NB

nina bobo
2.

Kalau tidak



NB

bobo digigit
nyamuk
3.

Seumpama intan
berlian

BK
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4.

Bintang kejora



BK

yang indah
selalu
5.

Jari manis pakai

IJ



cincin
6.

Satu Dua Tiga



SDTE

Empat Lima
Enam Tujuh
Delapan
7.

Lihatlah si raja



MH

hutan
8.

Lihat si gajah

MH



MH



sedang
berenang
9.

Gajah dan singa
lalu bergoyang

10.

Yok dengar



MH

bum-bum bengbeng
11.

Lihat binatang

MH



MH



MH



MH



MH



MH



ikut bergoyang
12.

Penghuni hutan
ikut bergoyang

13.

Si monyet
tertawa senang

14.

Lihat buaya
sedang bersuka

15.

Si jerapah
bernyanyi riang

16.

Si kakatua ikut
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berdendang
17.

Jalan jalan ke

IIS



IIS



Tanah Deli
18.

Naik prahu ke
Pulau Seribu

19.

Ia senang



H

bermain-main
Sambil berlarilari
20.

H



Tik tik tik bunyi

TTB



hujan di atas

H

Helly! Guk!
Guk! Guk!

21.

genting
22.

Tik tik tik bunyi

TTB

hujan bagai

H



bernyanyi


Bersenda gurau

TTB

meyelam-nyelam

H

24.

tuk tik tak tik tuk

ND



25.

Kukuk kukuk

BH



SK



SK



23.

kukukukukuku
26.

Ada kodok
rekotok rekotok

27.

Semut kecil ngek
ngoek ngek
ngoek

28.

Kodok dan
semut
sahabat lama

SK
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29.

Ada kambing



SK

mbek embek
30.

tak pernah

SK



SK



SGS



mandi
31.

dok kodok
jangan panggil
hujan

32.

Sapi pulang ke
kandang

33.

Disko syalala

C



C



(Ci luk ba)
34.

Hompimpa
alaihomgambre
ng
TOTAL

2

1

16

1

8

6
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APPENDIX IV
Comparative between American and Indonesian kids song
Compare both two kids

Similarity

Different

song of two country
American

Hush Little

Indonesian

Idea

Opi

Purpo

nion

se


Nina Bobo

Idea


Opini

Purp

on

ose



Baby
Twinkle

Bintang

Little Star

Kejora

Finger

Ibu Jari











Family
I Caught a

Satu Dua

Fish Alive

Tiga Empat

Old

Main ke

MacDonald

Hutan













Had a Farm


Ants Go

Injit Injit

Marching

Semut

Bingo

Helly



Rain Rain

Tik Tik



Go Away

Bunyi







Hujan
Jingle Bells

Naik
Delman
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An Owl Sat

Burung

Alone

Hantu

The Frog

Si Kodok













Song
Yankee

Si Gembala

Doodle

Sapi

Peekaboo

Cilukba












.
Compare both two kids
song of two country
American

Indonesian

Hush Little

Nina Bobo

Transparan
word

Generic and
specific word

Emotive tone

Sentiment
word

AS

AS

AS

AS

IND

IND



IND


IND



Baby
Twinkle

Bintang

Little Star

Kejora

Finger

Ibu Jari









Family
I Caught a

Satu Dua

Fish Alive

Tiga Empat

Old

Main ke

MacDonald

Hutan

















Had a Farm


Ants Go

Injit Injit

Marching

Semut

Bingo

Helly



Rain Rain

Tik Tik



Go Away

Bunyi














Hujan
Jingle Bells

Naik
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Delman
An Owl Sat

Burung

Alone

Hantu

The Frog

Si Kodok









Song
Yankee

Si Gembala

Doodle

Sapi

Peekaboo

Cilukba
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